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INTRODUCTION! 

The Canadian Arctic Expedition, after leaving Esquimalt, British Colum- 
bia, in June, 1918, sailed up the north-west coast of the American continent 
into the Arctic Ocean. A short call of about two hours was made at Point 
Hope, in northern Alaska, and a number of Eskimos boarded our vessel, the 
Karluk. Thirteen of these natives were hastily gathered into a little deck cabin 
and measured for stature, head length and head breadth. The MS. containing 
this information was sent ashore at Barrow a few days later to be mailed to 
Ottawa, most fortunately, because the Karluk was caught in the ice soon after- 
wards and subsequently crushed. My anthropometric instruments went down 
with the vessel, and a year elapsed before a new set could be procured from 
Ottawa by way of the Mackenzie river. We were then sailing towards Corona- 
tion gulf, in which vicinity we spent the two years from 1914 to 1916. During 
this period my work lay exclusively among the Copper Eskimos, and the only 
physical measurements I was able to obtain from other groups were derived 
from two Eskimos, both men, from the inland region west of Hudson. bay, and 
five Eskimos, four men and one woman, from the Mackenzie river region. This 
paper then will deal mainly with the Copper Eskimos, but the information 
obtained from other regions will be used for comparative purposes, together 
with such data as can be found in the scattered literature concerning the 
Eskimos. 

The instruments used were the portable anthropometric set that is sold 
by Messrs. P. Herman of Zurich. The anthropometer was the least satisfactory, 
for, even with the aid of a plummet, it was difficult to maintain the rod abso- 
lutely perpendicular while the measurements were being read; moreover there 
was no level platform for the subject to stand on, and firm level floors are seldom 
found in the north. Routine difficulties of this kind were increased in the case 
of the Copper Eskimos owing to the climate of the region and the manner of 
life of its inhabitants. Only during the winter months do they congregate 
in large settlements; in summer they are scattered into small parties: of two 
or three families each, that wander day by day from one place to another. The 
anthropometric work, therefore, had to be done indoors during the winter and 
spring. The headquarters of our expedition at Bernard harbour consisted of 
but one room 18’ by 15’ in which six men had to sleep and carry on their scientific 
work. It will be readily understood that after the sleeping quarters, tables, 
shelves and fire-place had been arranged and set in place, there was very little 
room for the admission and examination of the Eskimos. Hence by far the 
greater number of the measurements were taken in snow huts, generally in 
the dance-houses of the settlements, since the ordinary dwelling was rarely 
high enough to allow the anthropometer to be held perpendicular. The light 
was always very indifferent, on certain days in fact quite insufficient for the 
mere reading of the figures; moreover the temperature inside the snow but was 
either somewhere around freezing or considerably below it. In addition to 
these physical disadvantages the dance-houses were generally filled with jostling 
if good-humoured crowds of on-lookers who had no conception of the purpose 
of the investigations but were always ready to tender advice and assistance, 
and to provoke a little merriment by jesting remarks at the expense of the 
investigator or his subjects. In spring the light was much better, and it was 
found possible to examine more of the natives at headquarters; consequently, 
while the actual measurements taken were the same as in the winter, fuller 

1In the pay grouping of the various parts of the reports of the expedition, the present report 

was assigned to Volume XIII, Part A. For greater convenience in binding and issuing, it has been found 
advisable to publish it as Part B of Volume XII, of which the first part, The Life of the Copper Eskimos, 
by the same author, was issued January 12, 1922. : 
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details could be given concerning the individual features. Every possible care 

was taken to ensure accuracy, but the difficulties were so great that laboratory 

standards of exactness should not be applied to the results. — . d 

Generally speaking I tried to follow the instructions contained in Notes an ' 

Queries on Anthropology, 4th Ed., published by the Royal Anthropologica 

Institute of Great Britain and Ireland in 1912. The measurements taken were:— 

1. Stature—The subject was made to stand erect, his eyes fixed on where 
the horizon would be if visible, knees straight, heels together and toes pointing 

outward. It was not possible to measure the natives bare-footed on account 

of the snow floor, so a deduction of 7 mm. has been made in every case, an average 

arrived at by actually measuring the thickness of a normal set of foot-gear. 

2. Head Length—The maximum distance from the glabella to the farthest 
point behind in a straight-line. The glabella was seldom prominent, seeming 

to depend a great deal on the shape of the forehead, for the bridge of the nose 
was often greatly sunken and the glabella, instead of protruding, was almost 

hollow, the forehead sloping down in an even curve to the bridge. In such cases 
I assumed the glabella to be the point where the line of the eyebrows inter- 
sected the median line down the nose. 

3. Head Breadth—The maximum diameter transversely to the head above 
the plane of the ear-holes, the points of the callipers being kept at the same 
horizontal level. _ No deduction was made for the thickness of the hair, but the 
callipers were inserted as far as possible through the hair directly against the skin. 

4. Head Circumference.—The tape passed over the glabella, above the ears 
and over the remotest point on the back of the head, no deduction being made 
for the thickness of the hair. ; 

5. Total Face Length—From the nasion to the lower edge of the chin in 
the middle line, the subject holding the mouth closed in a natural manner. The 
nasion was a point of some difficulty to determine. It is defined in Notes and 
Queries as the ‘‘most depressed point at the root of the nose.”’ This is usually 
marked by a wrinkle, but in many cases there were two and even three wrinkles 
between which it was extremely difficult to choose. In such cases I was guided 
to some extent by the relative positions of the eyes, but undoubtedly another 
observer might quite well have fixed upon some other point than that which was 
actually adopted and the resultant figures would show some divergence in 
consequence. 

6. Upper Face Length.—From the nasion, as defined above, to the alveolar 
point. 

7. Face Breadth.—The greatest width obtained while moving the callipers 
at right angles to the face along the zygomatic arches. 

8. Nose Height.—From the nasion to the subnasal point. 
9. Nose Breadth The maximum distance between the alae, which were 

only lightly touched by the callipers. 
10. Nose Depth.—F rom the sub-nasal point to the highest point on the nose. 

This was a very unsatisfactory measurement, as it was not easy to determine 
the highest pomt; moreover it does not give the absolute degree of prominence 
of the nose, as this depends also on the shape. 

11. Jaw Breadth—Taken between the corner angles. The fleshiness of 
the subject seemed to make a considerable difference in this measurement. 

Except in the case of the Alaskan natives the ages that are given are approxi- 
mate only. 

In conclusion I should like to acknowledge the very great assistance I have 
received in preparing this paper from Dr. F. Boas, of Columbia University, and 
from Dr. E. A. Hooton, of Harvard University, both of whom furnished me 

' with many valuable suggestions and criticisms, although they are not responsi- 
ble in any way either for the form in which the paper is presented or for any 
statements that are made in it. 



SECTION I 

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUALS MEASURED 

COPPER ESKIMOS 

Mauss 

A. Akuliakattak group, Dolphin and Union strait. 

1. Iettsie, 45 years (Plate II). 

Hair: black, almost straight, cut close on crown, but falling to shoulders 
on sides; eyebrows: black and medium thick; moustache and beard: 
black, short and sparse. , 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; traces of fold, slits medium wide, lids slightly concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to tip. 
lips: thick and everted, the lower more than the upper. 

2. KALLUPIK, 28 years. 

Hair: black, straight, but curving slightly at the ends, cut close on crown, 
falling to chest; eyebrows: black and medium thick; moustache: black 
but slight; beard: faint traces only. 

Forehead: rather low but straight. 
soa a brown; a well-marked fold, slits rather narrow, lids almost con- 

cealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to tip; nostrils widely distended. 
Lips: thick and everted, the lower more than the upper. 

3. NAVLUALUK, 30 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy at ends, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders 
on sides; eyebrows: black and medium thick, almost meeting; mous- 
tache: black but slight; beard: faint traces only. 

Forehead: moderately high and straight. 
Eyes: dark brown; a well-marked fold, slits rather narrow, lids almost 

concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and everted, the lower more than the upper. 
Remarks: weight, January, 1915, 1634 lbs. 

4, ATORNAQ, 22 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, reaching to shoulders on 
sides; eyebrows: black and medium thick; moustache: traces only; 
beard: none. 

Forehead: straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: light brown; a slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge low and medium broad, leading straight to a slightly hooked 

tip. 
Tins: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, thicker and everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
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5. Unogsaa, 35 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 

eyebrows: black and medium thick; moustache and beard: black tinged 

with brown, both sparse. ; 
Forehead: high and almost straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 

prominent. : 
Eyes: light brown; traces only of fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, medium broad, leading straight to a rather snub tip. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 

everted. 
Ears: \obes slightly detached. 
Remarks: head high and narrow, sloping back to a peak, then cut away from 

peak to inion; cheek bones not very prominent; weight, May, 1916, 1973 
Ibs. 

6. Kuxaa, 45 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 
eyebrows: black and scanty; moustache and beard: black with a brownish 
tinge; a few hairs on sides of face. 

Forehead: medium high, slightly receding, sloping away at sides; supra- 
orbital ridges and glabella fairly prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; no fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge high and medium broad, leading in a concave curve to a moder- 

ately high tip. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 

everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. : 
Remarks: high, narrow, scaphoid head, sloping back to a peak; face oval, 

with broad cheeks and jaw. 

B. Noahogniq group, Dolphin and Union strait. 

. Kamineaoa, 35 years. 

Hair: very dark brown, almost black, straight, but curving slightly at 
ends, cut close on crown; eyebrows: black and scanty; moustache: brown; 
beard: on chin alone, black, short and sparse. 

Forehead: moderately high and somewhat receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide. 
Inps: both rather thick and somewhat everted, the lower more than the 

* upper. 

. AYALLIK, 55 years (Plate VII). 
Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown; eyebrows: black but scanty ; 

beard: black and rather short. : 
Forehead: rather low and receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold. 
Lips: both rather thick and somewhat everted. 

. AKSIATAQ, 30 years; son of Female No. 10 (Plate IV). 

Hair: black and slightly wavy, cut close on crown ; eyebrows: black but scanty; only slight traces of a moustache and no beard. 
Forehead: medium high and slightly receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold. 
Nose: rather narrower than usual. 
Lips: rather thick, the lower slightly everted. 
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10. Anavyruk, 50 years (Plate VII). 
Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown; eyebrows: black but scanty; beard: 

black, about 1’’ long, rather sparse. 
Forehead: medium high and receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold. 
Nose: very low bridge. 
Lips: thick and everted. 
Remarks: The flat face, low bridge to the nose, receding forehead, thick 

everted lips and rather prominent glabella gave this man a low “Aus- 
tralian” appearance. 

11. Hrreoe, 40 years; brother of Female No. 10 (Plate VI). 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, but reaching to shoulders 
on the sides; eyebrows: black but very scanty; moustache: black but 
short; beard: very scanty. 

Forehead: low and receding. 
Eyes: dark brown. 
Nose: rather low bridge, the nose itself being narrow. 
Lips: not very thick and only slightly everted. 

12. Tapruna, 45 years. 

Hair: black (turning grey), somewhat wavy, cut close on crown but reaching 
to shoulders on sides; eyebrows: brownish-black and medium thick; 
moustache: brownish-black and medium thick; beard: very scanty, and 
only on chin. 

Forehead: medium high and straight, slightly bombé in middle, supra- 
orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; no fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge medium high and narrow, leading to a narrow hooked tip. 
Lips: medium thick but not everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: this man’s features seemed to resemble an Indian type. 

13. NogaLuaq, 30 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut to 14’’ on crown, reaching to chest on sides; 
eyebrows: black and thick; moustache: black, medium long but sparse; 
beard: black but very scanty. 

Forehead: straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge very low and narrow, leading straight to a broad, low tip. 
Lips: both thick, the lower somewhat everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 

14. Kutrana, 45 years. 
Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, reaching to shoulders on sides; 

eyebrows: black but scanty; moustache and beard: both black, but sparse. 
Forehead: somewhat receding; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not prom- 

inent. 
Eyes: light brown; no fold, slits very narrow, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge low and very narrow, leading with a small hump to tip. 
Lips: upper, medium thick but not everted; lower, thicker and everted. 

15. Qicraxk, 40 years. 

Hair: black and straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 
eyebrows: black but scanty; moustache: black and medium thick; beard: 
black, medium thick; a few hairs on the cheeks. 

Forehead: low and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 
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Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low, leading straight to a rather broad tip. 
Lips: both medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face block-shaped; chin pointed and not receding; cheekbones 

high but not prominent; temperature, February, 1916, 99° F. 

16. AYALLIK, 50 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; eye- 
brows: black but scanty; moustache and beard: both black but scanty. 

Forehead: low and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 
prominent. 

Eyes: light brown with milky blue rim around the iris; slight fold, slits 
medium wide, lids almost concealed. 

‘Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading in a concave curve to a rather narrow, 
snub tip. 

Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: rather long face, broad and square, with high prominent cheek- 

bones. 

17. Panaxtaag, 40 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling well below shoulders on 
sides; eyebrows: black and medium thick; beard and moustache: both 
black with a slight brownish tinge and both sparse. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding, sloping away on sides; supra- 
orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown suffused with a milky blue tinge; slight fold, narrow slits 
and lids concealed. 

Nose: bridge medium high, leading straight to a rather pointed tip. 
Tips: medium thick and not everted; the mouth rather small. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: scaphoid head; cheekbones rather high and prominent. 

C. Walliaq group, Coronation gulf. 

18. AnERAQ, 50 years; father of Male No. 37. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, where there were signs of baldness, 
reaching to chest on sides; eyebrows: black tinged with brown and medium 
thick; beard and moustache: black tinged with brown, both sparse. 

Forehead: slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and glabella slightly prom- 
inent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, very narrow, leading with a hump to a rather pointed, 

slightly hooked tip. 
Lips: somewhat thick, the lower being slightly everted. 
Remarks: this man’s face seemed to resemble an Indian type. 

19. Marra, 25 years; brother of Male No. 25 (Plate III). 
Hair: black, straight, clipped all over to about 1”; eyebrows: black but 

scanty; moustache and beard: traces only. 
Forehead: rather low and slightly receding, the hair beginning well back on 

the a ; Supra-orbital ridges moderately prominent, glabella not prom- 
inent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits rather narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge very low, leading straight to tip. 
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Ips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 
slightly everted. 

Remarks: cheekbones somewhat high and prominent; temperature, Novem- 
ber, 1915, 98° F. 

20. KANMUARYUK, 25 years. : 

Hair: black, straight, uncut, falling to chest; eyebrows: black but sparse; 
moustache: traces only, apparently black; beard: none. 

Forehead: low and straight, sloping away at sides; supra-orbital ridges and 
glabella fairly prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits narrow, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading straight to a broad tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: round, flat face; cheekbones high and rather prominent. 

21. Havaeag, 55 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; eye- 
brows: black but sparse; moustache: brownish-black but sparse; beard: 
black and sparse. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding, sloping away on sides; supra- 
orbital ridges and glabella fairly prominent. 

Eyes: light brown with a milky-blue fringe around the iris; slight fold, 
slits rather narrow, lids concealed. 

Nose: bridge medium high and very narrow, leading straight to a rather 
pointed tip. ; 

Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Remarks: scaphoid head; face oval; cheekbones high and rather prominent. 

22. Azzun, 32 years. 

Hair: black with a brownish tinge at the ends, straight, uncut, reaching to 
chest; eyebrows: very scanty, colour uncertain; moustache: faint traces 
only; beard: none. ’ 

Forehead: low and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge medium high, but broad and flat, leading straight to a rather. 

pointed tip. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 

slightly everted. 
Ears; lobes slightly detached. 

Remarks: head flat, low and broad; face square; cheekbones high but not 
very prominent. 

23. Katyuina, 25 years. 

Hair: black with brownish tinge, straight, uncut, reaching to waist; eye- 
brows: black and medium thick; moustache: traces only; beard: none. 

Forehead: medium high, almost straight; supra-orbital ridges and zlabella 
fairly prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge medium high and narrow, leading straight to low tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 

Remarks: long, oval face with regular features; cheekbones neither very 
high nor prominent. ‘ 
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24. Arvra, 20 years. 

Hair: black with faint brownish tinge, straight, uncut, falling to chest; 

eyebrows: black and medium thick; moustache and beard: none. 

Forehead: rather low and straight, sloping away at sides; supra-orbital 

ridges and glabella not prominent. ; 

: Bye light bowie edt fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 

Nose: bridge rather low and narrow, leading straight to tip. 

Lips: rather thick, the lower slightly everted. 

Ears: lobes moderately detached. ; ; 

Remarks: face straight, with chin not receding; cheekbones high and prom- 

inent; temperature, March, 1916, 97.2° F. 

25. ANaRvIK, 40 years; brother of Male No. 19. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to chest on sides; eyebrows : 

black and medium thick; moustache: black with brownish tinge, 7 

long, sparse; beard: black, 3’ long, also sparse; a few hairs on the 
cheeks. ; 

Forehead: medium high, slightly receding, sloping away on sides; supra- 

orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. ; ae R 

Eyes: light brown, but with marked blue fringe on upper rim of iris; slight 

fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. ; 
Nose: bridge rather low and narrow, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: rather thick and both slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. . 
Remarks: face broad above, pointed below, with the chin slightly receding; 

cheekbones high and prominent; temperature, March, 1916, 97-9° F. 

D. Asiak group, Coronation gulf. 

26. UtrogEra, 40 years. 
Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, falling to chest on sides; 

eyebrows: black and thick; moustache: black, fairly thick; beard: 
black, about 1’ long, rather sparse. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and 
glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: greyish-brown; no fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low and medium wide, leading straight to broad tip. 
Lips: medium thick and both slightly everted. 

27. QoESuUK, 40 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut to 14” on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 
eyebrows: black and thick; moustache: brownish-black, sparse; beard: 
brownish-black, 14”’ long, sparse. 

Forehead: straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: brown with a green tinge; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids nearly 

concealed. ‘ 
Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: rather thick and slightly everted, the lower more than the upper. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: weight, March, 1915, 175 lbs. 

.28. QoHoaTAQ, 25 years (Plate V). 
Hair: black, straight, uncut, falling almost to waist; eyebrows: black and 

medium thick; moustache: black, but small; beard: none. 
Forehead: rather,low and slightly receding, the hair beginning well back; 

supra-orbital ridges slightly prominent, glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits rather narrow, lids half concealed. 
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Nose: bridge rather low, leading straight to a rather pointed tip. 
Lips: rather thin and not everted; the lower a trifle thicker than the upper. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face long; cheekbones high and prominent; chin rather pointed 

and projecting slightly; temperature, November, 1915, 98-4° F. 

29, KautaHuk, 50 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, falling below shoulders on 
sides; eyebrows: black. and medium thick; moustache and beard: black, 
but turning.grey; afew hairs on the cheeks. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding, sloping away at sides; 
supra-orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: light brown with a milky blue fringe around the iris; medium fold, 
slits narrow and lids concealed. 

Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading with a slight hump to a rather pointed 
tip. 

Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: high, scaphoid head; face straight, the chin not receding; cheek- 

bones rather high and prominent; temperature, March, 1916, 98-8° F. 

30. Tiasaq or Aratroa, 55 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, falling below shoulders on 
sides; eyebrows: black and medium thick; moustache: brown turning 
white; beard: black on chin, brown, turning white, on lower lip. 

Forehead: medium high, almost straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella 
not prominent. 

Eyes: very light brown, with a grey fringe around the iris; slight fold, slits 
narrow, lids concealed. 

Nose: bridge low and rather broad, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: face rather flat and square; chin scraight; cheekbones high but 

not prominent; weight, May, 1916, 189 lbs. 

E. Pingangnagqtok group, Coronation gulf. 

31. Kanuyavyaq, 25 years; son of Male No. 36, Female No. 18. 

Hair: black, straight, uncut, falling just.below shoulders on sides; eyebrows: 
black and medium thick; moustache: traces only, colour uncertain; 
beard: none. ‘ 

Forehead: medium high and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 
prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading in a concave curve, with a small hump, to a 

' rather narrow tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: cheekbones high, but not very prominent; temperature, Novem- 

ber, 1915, 98-8° F. 

32. TAHLIQ, 22 years. ‘ 

Hair: black, straight, uncut, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and medium 
thick; moustache: traces only; beard: none. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and 
glabella moderately prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids almost concealed. 
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Nose: bridge rather low, leading in a concave curve, with a small hump, to 

a medium broad tip. 
‘Lips: rather thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. ; 
Remarks: cheekbones high, but not very prominent; temperature, Novem- 

ber, 1915, 99° F. 

33. Hiraaq, 40 years. 
Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; eye- 

brows: black, medium thick; moustache: black tinged with brown; 
beard: black and scraggy. 

Forehead: low and almost straight; supra-orbital ridges moderately prom- 
inent, glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; no fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading in a concave curve to a rather pointed tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face round and flat; cheekbones high and prominent; tempera- 

ture, February, 1916, 98-6° F. 

34. Iroaana, 40 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; eye- 
brows: black and sparse; moustache: black and sparse; beard: black, 
2” long, but sparse; few hairs on cheeks. 

Forehead: low and straight; supra-orbital ridges moderately prominent, 
glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; very slight fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading with a small hump to a rather pointed 

tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Remarks: face block-shaped, with pointed chin; cheekbones high and prom- 

inent; head sloping back to a point with a hollow furrow down the back; 
temperature, February, 1916, 98-4° F. 

35. Iroa, 50 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, falling nearly to shoulders 
on sides; eyebrows: black and medium thick; moustache: black and 
medium thick; beard: black, about 1’’ long and medium thick. 

Forehead: low and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and glabella 
moderately prominent. | 

Eyes: light brown with a milky fringe around the iris; no fold, slits medium 
wide, lids not concealed. 

Nose: bridge low and broad, leading straight to a medium broad tip. 
Inps: medium thick and not everted. 
Remarks: head markedly scaphoid; face rather flat and wedge-shaped; 

cheekbones high and prominent; temperature, February, 1916, 98-4° F. 

36. AticiryuaAQ, 50 years; father of Male No. 31. 
Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling below shoulders on sides; 

eyebrows: black with brownish tinge, and thick; moustache and beard: 
both black with a brownish tinge and both sparse. 

Forehead: medium high and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 
prominent. 

Eyes: light brown with a greyish-blue fringe around the iris; slight fold 
slits medium wide and lids almost concealed. : : 

Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading with a pronounced hump to a medium 
broad tip. 
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Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face long and wedge-shaped, with pointed chin; cheekbones high 

but not prominent. 

F. Kilusiktok group, Coronation sulf. 

37. ULogsaag, 30 years; son of Male No. 18 (Plate I). 
Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, falling to chest on sides; 

eyebrows: black and medium thick; moustache: black but small; beard, 
none. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and 
glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low and narrow, leading straight to a high, rather 

hooked tip. 
Iips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, a little thicker and 

everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: the features of this man showed resemblances to an Indian type. 

38. NAHUGALUAQ, 25 years. | 

Hair: black, straight, uncut, falling to shoulders on sides; eyebrows: black, 
rather scanty; moustache: black but small; beard: traces only. 

Forehead: medium high and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 
prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; very slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: cheekbones rather high and prominent. 

39. Kautaa, 35 years. 

Hair: black, straight, uncut, falling to shoulders on sides; eyebrows: black, 
medium thick; moustache and beard: both black and thick. 

Forehead: medium high and straight, sloping away at sides; supra-orbital 
ridges and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge medium high and rather narrow, leading with a small hump to 

tip; a big coarse nose. ‘ 
Lips: medium thick and not everted; mouth very small. 
Ears: lobes very slightly detached. 
Remarks: scaphoid head; face flat and square; cheekbones high but not 

prominent. 

40. AYALLIK, 25 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling below shoulders on sides; 
eyebrows: black and sparse; moustache: traces only; beard: none. 

Forehead: rather high and almost straight; supra-orbital ridges and glab- 
ella moderately prominent. fj 

Eyes: dark brown; well-marked fold, slits narrow, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge medium high, leading with a slight hump to tip. 
Lips: rather thick; the upper everted very slightly, the lower more. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: head high and ovoid in shape; cheekbones not prominent. 
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41. ANAUTALIK, 30 years. 

Hair: black with a faint brownish tinge, almost straight, uncut, falling to 
shoulders; eyebrows: black and thick; moustache: very scanty, appar- 
ently black; beard: none. : . 

Forehead: medium high and almost straight; supra-orbital ridges and glab- 
ella not prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids almost concealed. 
Nose: bridge medium high, leading with a hump to a broad tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes moderately detached. 
Remarks: face almost straight, with the chin slightly receding; cheekbones 

rather high but not prominent; temperature, March, 1916, 97-1° F. 

42. OgaLuuK, 40 years. 

Har: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; eye- 
brows: black and sparse; moustache and beard: both black and sparse. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and glab- 
ella slightly prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown with a blueish fringe around the iris; medium fold, slits 
narrow, lids concealed. 

Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading straight to medium wide tip. 
Lips: a medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 

everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: face straight, chin not receding; cheekbones high and prominent; 

temperature, March, 1916, 97-4° F. 

43. IvatstaqQ, 50 years (Fig. 61, The Life of the Copper Eskimos, p. 215). 

Hair: black, turning grey, slightly wavy, uncut, falling to shoulders; eye- 
brows: black and thick; moustache: black with brown tinge; beard: 
white, but black at roots; a few hairs on cheeks. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges moder- 
ately prominent, glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: greyish-brown with a light blue fringe around the iris; slight fold, 
slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 

Nose: bridge medium high and narrow, leading straight to a somewhat 
pointed, slightly hooked tip. 

Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: face straight, wedge-shaped, and not at all flat, with the chin 

pointed; cheekbones high and very prominent owing to the face being 
thin; two tattoo marks on bridge of nose. 

44, Azzun, 30 years (Plate VII). 

Har: black with faint brown tinge at tips, straight, cut close on crown 
falling to chest on sides; eyebrows: black and medium thick: moustache: 
black and rather sparse; beard: none. : ; 

Forehead: low and slightly receding, sloping away at sides; supra-orbital 
ridges and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide and lids nearly concealed. 
Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading with a hump to a pointed tip 
Inps: medium thick and not everted. : 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: scaphoid head; face oval and straight, with chin not receding. 
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45. Ogormia, 35 years. 

Hair: black, somewhat wavy, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on 
sides; eyebrows: scanty, colour uncertain; moustache and beard: both 
very scanty but appareritly black. 

Forehead: low and straight, sloping away at sides; supra-orbital ridges 
moderately prominent, glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; very slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed; 
eyes sunk considerably i in the head. 

Nose: bridge low and very narrow, leading with a hump to a slightly hooked 

__ tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. © 
Remarks: head scaphoid; face flat, with the chin pointed and slightly pro- 

jecting; cheekbones high but not very prominent. 

46. AMARERNIQ, 35 years. 

Hair: black, straight, uncut, falling below shoulders on sides; eyebrows: 
black and sparse; moustache: brownish-black and sparse; beard: brown- 
ish-black and sparse. 

Forehead: medium high and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 
prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge moderately high and narrow, leading straight to a rather 

pointed tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Remarks: face square and somewhat flat; cheekbones not very prominent. 

47. ANGIVRANA, 35 years (Fig. 64, The Life of the Copper Eskimos, p. 223.) 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; eye- 
brows: black and medium thick; moustache: black with brownish tinge 
and sparse; beard: black and sparse. 

Forehead: medium high and almost straight, sloping away at sides; supra- 
orbital ridges and glabella moderately prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low and very narrow, leading straight to a medium 

broad tip. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, thicker and everted. 
Ears: lobes very slightly detached. 
Remarks: face long and narrow, oval in outline; cheekbones high but not 

very prominent. 

G. Asiak group, east of Kent peninsula. 

48. Haveun, 30 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to chest on sides; eye- 
brows: black and medium thick; moustache: black and sparse; beard: 
traces only. 

Forehead: rather low and almost straight, sloping away at sides; supra- 
orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge somewhat low, leading straight to a low tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: scaphoid head; cheekbones high and prominent; chin pointed. 
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49. KarraLuxaaq, 35 years. 
Hair: black, straight, uncut, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and thick; 

moustache: black and scanty; beard: traces only. 
Forehead: low and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 

prominent. . : 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids nearly concealed. 

Nose: bridge low and medium broad, leading straight to tip. ; 

Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 

everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. : 
Remarks: face round and broad; chin receding slightly; cheekbones hig 

and very prominent; temperature, March, 1916, 99-2° F. : 

50. Arrava, 30 years; brother of Male No. 51 (Plate VI). 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, clipped all over to about 5’; eyebrows: black 
and sparse; moustache: black and sparse; beard: traces only. 

Forehead: medium high and almost straight; supra-orbital ridges and glab- 
ella not prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits narrow, lids almost concealed. . 
Nose: bridge low and medium broad, leading straight to a rather pointed 

tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes.’ 
Remarks: face straight, long and square; chin straight; cheekbones high 

and fairly prominent; temperature, March, 1916, 99-4° F. 

51. ANARVILLUK, 20 years; brother of Male No. 50 (Plate VI). 

Hair: black, almost straight, uncut, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and 
sparse; moustache: traces only; beard: none. 

Forehead: medium high and straight, sloping away at sides; supra-orbital 
ridges and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, slits narrow, lids almost concealed; the 
slant of the eye was unusually noticeable. 

Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading straight to a broad, rather flat tip. 
Lips: medium thick. and not everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: face long, flat and wedge-shaped; chin pointed and not receding; 
‘cheekbones high but not prominent. 

H. Kanghiryuaq group, Prince Albert sound. 

52. Kunana, 40 years (Plate IV B, The Life of the Copper Eskimos, p. 257). 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 
eyebrows: brownish-black and medium thick; moustache: brownish-black, 
medium thick; beard: brownish-black and sparse. 

Forehead: rather low and receding; supra-orbital ridges and glabella mod- 
erately prominent. 

Eyes: light brown, slight fold, slits rather narrow, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: cheekbones high and fairly prominent; head scaphoid. 

53. NiueaQ, 35 years (Plate IV/B, The Life of the Copper Eskimos, p. 257). 
Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 

eyebrows: black with brownish tinge, medium thick; moustache: 
brownish-black and scanty; beard: brownish-black, short and sparse. 
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Forehead: rather low and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and glab- 
ella not prominent. 

Eyes: light ereyish-browsy very slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not 
concealed. 

Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: cheekbones high and rather prominent. 

54. Imurag, 20 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling just below shoulders on 
sides; eyebrows: black tinged with brown, moderately thick; moustache: 
traces only; beard: none. 

Forehead: medium high and straight; supra-orbital ridges moderately prom- . 
inent, glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, ‘leading i in a concave curve to tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower very slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: cheekbones high and prominent. 

J. Hanerak group, South-west Victoria island. 

55. Turtsrx, 30 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, falling below shoulders on 
sides; eyebrows: black, medium thick, almost meeting; moustache and 
beard: both black but very scanty. 

Forehead: medium high and straight, a trifle bombé; glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; well-marked fold, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge extremely low, leading straight to a low tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the upper slightly everted, the lower more so. 

56. Kausina, 40 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, where there were signs of 
baldness, falling to chest on sides; eyebrows: ‘black and very scanty; 
moustache: brown and sparse; beard: brown and sparse. 

Forehead: medium high and straight, a trifle bombé; supra-orbital ridges 
and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; no fold, slits rather wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, medium broad, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: thick and everted, the lower more than the upper. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 

57. Kieruna, 40 years (Plate IV). 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 
eyebrows: almost none; moustache: brownish-black and sparse; beard: 
-brownish-black, about 1” long but sparse. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and glab- 
ella moderately prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown suffused with a milky tinge; slight fold, slits medium 
wide, lids not concealed. 

Nose: bridge medium high and narrow, leading with a slight hump to tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted.. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: slight suggestion of an Indian type. 
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J. Puivliq group, South-West Victoria island. 

58. Kaneyog or Maqarvik, 25 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 

eyebrows: black but scanty; moustache: black and short; beard: very 

scanty, colour uncertain. 
Forehead: low and receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; no fold. 
Nose: bridge very low, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: thick and everted, the lower more than the upper. 

59. Kuineavix, 55 years; father of Male No. 61, Females Nos. 34 and 37. 

Hair: black, wavy, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; eye- 
brows: almost none; moustache: black and short; beard, black and 
scanty; few hairs on cheeks. 

Forehead: low and receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold. 
Nose: bridge low and narrow; nose itself big and broad. 
Tips: thick and everted, the lower more than the upper. 

60. Uruatux or Tarpana, 20 years; brother of Male No. 63. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 
eyebrows: black and scanty; moustache: traces only; beard: néne. 

Forehead: moderately high and slightly receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold. 
Nose: bridge low. 
Lips: thick, the upper slightly everted, the lower considerably. 

61. Haviag or Hurutaun, 35 years; son of Male No. 59. 

Hair: black, straight, but at ends slightly wavy, cut close on crown, falling 
below shoulders on sides; eyebrows: black and scanty; moustache and 
beard: black and short. 

Forehead: low and receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, lids almost concealed. 
Nose: bridge low. 
Inps: thick, the lower slightly everted. 

62. AYALIGAQ, 22 years. 

Hair: black, straight, but wavy at ends, cut close on crown, falling below 
shoulders on sides; eyebrows: black and scanty; moustache and beard: 
none. 

Forehead: moderately high and slightly receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, lids partly concealed. 
Nose: bridge low. 
Lips: thick, the lower slightly everted. 

63. Haviuyag, 25 years; brother of Male No. 12. 

Hair: black, straight, uncut, falling below shoulders; eyebrows: black and 
moderately thick; moustache and beard: black but scanty. 

Forehead: moderately high and straight. 
Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, lids almost concealed. 
Nose: low bridge. ‘ 
Lips: moderately thick, the lower slightly everted. 
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64. Karvorana, 45 years; father of Male No. 68, Female No. 43. 

Hair: black, wavy, uncut, falling to shoulders; eyebrows:. black and med- 
ium thick; moustache and beard: black, short and scanty. 

Forehead: moderately high and slightly receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge low. 
Lips: thick, the lower greatly everted. 
Remarks: head high and markedly scaphoid. 

65. QincaALOogaNna, 55 years; father of Female No. 41. 

Hair: black, straight, but wavy at ends, cut close on crown, falling nearly 
to shoulders on sides; eyebrows: black but very scanty; moustache and 
beard: black and moderately thick. 

Forehead: moderately high and straight. 
Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits narrow. Left eye blind. 
Nose: bridge low, nose itself big and almost hooked. 
Lips: moderately thick, the lower slightly everted. 

66. WiIKx14Q, 30 years; son of Male No. 71. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 
eyebrows: black and moderately thick; moustache: black and scanty; 
beard: none. 

Forehead: rather low and almost straight. 
Eyes: brown; slight fold, lids almost concealed. 
Nose: bridge ‘low, but the nose itself big and broad. 
Lips: upper, somewhat thick but not everted; lower, thicker and consider- 

ably everted. 

67. IrogaNa or QUGLUALUE, 20 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, but falling below shoulders 
on sides; eyebrows: black and moderately thick; moustache: traces only; 
beard: none. 

Forehead: moderately high and straight, slightly bombé. 
Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, slits narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge low and rather broad. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 

slightly everted. 

68. QAVYEKTOK, 24 years; son gi Male No. 64, Female No. 31. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut clos2 on crown, falling below shoulders on 
sides; eyebrows: black and moderately thick; moustache: traces only; 
beard: none. 

Forehead: moderately high and straight, slightly bombé. 
Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, slits narrow, lids almost concealed. 
Nose: bridge low. 
Lips: thick; the upper slightly everted, the lower considerably. 

69. QrepaK, 20 years; son of Female No. 33. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling below shoulders on sides; 
eyebrows: plack and moderately thick; moustache: traces only; beard: 
none. 

Forehead: low and somewhat receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, slits narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge low. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, semnearhuit thicker and 

slightly everted. 
& 
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70. AcLuAQ, 24 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 

eyebrows: black and rather scanty; moustache and beard: black, short 
and sparse. . 

Forehead: moderately high and almost straight. ; 
Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, slits rather narrow, lids almost concealed. 
Nose: bridge low. ; 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, thicker and everted. 

71. Icuaq, 60 years; father of Male No. 66. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to chest on sides; eye- 

brows: almost none; moustache and beard: black, but both very scanty. 

Forehead: high and slightly receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits rather narrow, lids almost concealed. 

Right eye blind. 
Nose: bridge very low and broad. ; 
Lips: upper, medium thick and slightly everted; lower, thicker and greatly 

everted. 

72. PANGNARYUAQ, 24 years. 
Hair: black, straight, but slightly wavy at ends, cut close on crown, falling 

to shoulders on sides; eyebrows: black and medium thick; moustache:: 
very slight, colour uncertain; beard: traces only. 

Forehead: moderately high and straight, slightly bombé. 
Eyes: dark brown; well-marked fold, slits rather narrow, lids almost con- 

cealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading with a slight hump to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and slightly everted, the lower more than the upper. 

73. KiLuGoa, 30 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling almost to shoulders on 
sides; eyebrows: black and medium thick; moustache: black but very 
small; beard: a tiny black goatee only. 

Forehead: moderately high and straight, slightly bombé. 
Eyes: dark-brown; well-marked fold, slits narrow, lids almost concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to an almost hooked tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 

74. IkpaKHuagQ, 40 years (Frontispiece, The Life of the Copper Eskimos;) 
brother of Male No. 16. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, cut close on crown, but falling below shoulders 
on sides; eyebrows: black and thick; moustache and beard: black, 
short and sparse. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide and lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
sea weight, May, 1916, 178 lbs.; temperature, November, 1915, 

98° F. 

75. AvRANA, 30 years (Fig. 43, The Life of the Copper Eskimos, p, 135); son 
of Female No. 1. 

Hair: black, straight, cut short all over; eyebrows: black and medium 
thick; moustache and beard: black, short and scanty. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and 
glabella not prominent. 
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Eyes: light brown; medium fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to tip. 
Iips: thick and everted, the lower more than the upper. 

76. Togattuag, 40 years (Plate V). 

Hair: black, wavy, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; eye- 
eee almost none; moustache and beard: very slight, apparently 

ack. 
Forehead: medium high and slightly receding, slightly bombé; supra- 

orbital ridges heavy but not prominent, glabella not prominent. 
‘Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits rather narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge low and broad, leading straight to low broad tip; a ‘snub’ 

nose. 
Lips: somewhat thick and everted, especially the lower. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: features very gross and heavy, face very short; weight, May, 

1916, 180 lbs. 

77. SINIsIaQ, 35 years (Plate VII). 

Hair: black, straight, cut close all over; eyebrows: black, the right medium 
thick, the left sparse; moustache and beard: black with brown tinge 
around the lips, both clipped with scissors; few hairs on cheeks. 

Forehead: rather low and almost straight, sloping away at sides making the 
front appear bombé; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids slightly concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low and narrow, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick; the upper not everted, the lower slightly. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: face square and rather flat; chin slightly receding; cheekbones 

high but not very prominent; weight, May, 1916, 167 lbs. 

78. Katyaryux, 40 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; 
eyebrows: black and somewhat sparse; moustache: black; beard: black, 
but with tinge of brown, slight. 

Forehead: medium high and straight, the hair starting well back on brow; 
supra-orbital ridges slightly prominent, glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits rather narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: both rather thick and everted. — 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: cheekbones medium high and rather prominent; temperature, 

November, 1915, 96-8° F. 

K. Nagyuktok group, South Victoria island. 

79. EqsIuHINA, 35 years. 

Hair: black, somewhat wavy, 2” long on crown, falling to chest on sides; 
eyebrows: black tinged with brown, medium thick, almost meeting; 
moustache and beard: brownish-black, about 1” long, but sparse. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and 
glabella moderately prominent. _ ; ; 

Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, slits medium wide, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge very low and medium broad, leading straight to a rather 

snub tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes very slightly detached. 
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80. EqsrvHina, 45 years. 
Hair: black, slightly wavy, clipped all over; eyebrows: black and sparse; 

moustache: black with brownish tinge and thick; beard: black, short 
and thick; few hairs on cheeks. . 

Forehead: medium high and almost straight; supra-orbital ridges and glab- 
ella moderately prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; no fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge medium high and narrow, leading straight to tip. | 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 

everted. 
Ears: lobes very slightly detached. : 
Remarks: head markedly scaphoid; face straight with pointed chin; cheek- 

bones high and prominent. 

81. Eqsiuntna, 50 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close on crown, falling to shoulders on sides; eye- 
brows: black with slight brown tinge, medium thick; moustache and 
beard: black with brown tinge, both sparse. 

Forehead: rather low and almost straight, sloping away at sides; supra- 
orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge medium high and very narrow, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 

slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face rather wedge-shaped; cheekbones high and prominent. 

L. Kigliniq group, South Victoria island. 

82. QERNET, 25 years. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, uncut, falling to chest on sides; eyebrows: black 
and medium thick; moustache and beard: traces only. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding, sloping away at sides; supra- 
orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; marked fold, slits medium wide, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low, leading in a concave curve to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: lobes very slightly detached. 
Remarks: face not markedly flat; cheekbones high but not very prominent; 

temperature, March, 1916, 98-9° F. 

COPPER ESKIMOS 

FEMALES 

A. Akuliakattak group, Dolphin and Union strait. 

1. Tagru or Hieraa, 45 years (Frontispiece, The Life of the Copper Eskimos); 
mother of Male No. 75. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, falling to chest; eyebrows: very scanty, colour 
uncertain. 

Forehead: rather low and slightly receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge low. 
Ips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 

slightly everted. 
aes temperature, November, 1915, 97-8° F.; weight, May, 1916, 183 

s. 
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2. AnGorpaana, 18 years. 

‘Hair: black, straight, very thick, falling to chest; oe black and 
rather scanty. 

Forehead: moderately high and very bombé. 
Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, slits rather narrow, lids concealed; eyes 

appeared unusually sunken at outer extremities. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to rather broad tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 

3. ATUGYUK or TuPirToa, 40 years. 

Hair: black, straight, falling below the shoulders; eyebrows, black and 
medium thick. 

Forehead: moderately high and almost straight; glabella rather prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; well-marked fold, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to medium broad tip. 
Inps: medium thick and very slightly everted. 

4. MituxatTtak, 24 years. 

Hair: black, straight, reaching to chest; eyebrows: black and rather sparse. 
Forehead: medium high and almost straight; supra-orbital ridges and glab- 

ella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; medium fold, slits rather narrow, lids almost concealed. 
Nose: bridge very ‘low, leading straight to a broad low tip. 
Lips: medium thick and both slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: cheekbones high but not very prominent; temperature, July, 

1915, 97° F., November, 1915, 95-6° F. 

5. QuNeITTOQ, 45 years. 
Hair: black, straight, falling below shoulders; eyebrows: black and scanty. 
Forehead: low and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and glabella 

fairly prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 

. Nose: bridge low, leading with slight hump to a pointed tip. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, thicker and somewhat 

everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face rather flat; chin not receding; cheekbones high and prom- 

inent; temperature, February, 1916, 98-4° F. 
6. IeLoryuAQ or ATIGIRYUAQ, 35 years. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and medium thick. 
Forehead: medium high and straight, rather bombé; supra-orbital ridges 

and glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids slightly concealed. 
Nose: bridge medium high, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, rather thicker and 

slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face straight, with chin rather pointed; cheekbones high and 

prominent. 

B. Noahogniq group, Dolphin and Union strait. 

7. KALYUTARYUN, 25 years (Plate X). 
Hair: black, slightly wavy, falling a little below the shoulders; eyebrows: 

black and scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and straight. 
Eyes: dark brown with a slight fold. 
Iips: medium thick and very slightly everted. 
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8. Kaumaa, 45 years. 

Hair: black, wavy, barely falling to shoulders; eyebrows: black and scanty. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding. 
Eyes: very dark brown. 
Lips: medium thick and very slightly everted. 

9. Nia, 25 years (Plate XI). 

Hair: black, straight, falling well below shoulders; eyebrows: black and 

scanty. : 
Forehead: rather low and slightly receding. 
Eyes: dark brown. 
Lips: somewhat thick and slightly everted. 

10. Ievae, 45 years; mother of Male No. 9, sister of Male No. 11 (Plate X). 

Hair: black, wavy, falling a little below the shoulders; eyebrows: black 
and very scanty. 

Forehead: low and slightly receding. 
Eyes: brown. 
Iips: medium thick and not everted. 

y 

C. Walliaq group, Coronation gulf. 

11. Ka.iun, 28 years. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to waist; eyebrows: black and medium thick. 
Forehead: medium high and straight, bombé; supra-orbital ridges and glab- 

ella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; marked fold, very narrow slits, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge low and medium broad, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: rather thick and slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 

12. AvaLLUK, 65 years. 
Hair: black, but for the most part turned grey, slightly wavy, falling just 

below shoulders; eyebrows: black, turning grey, and very scanty. 
Forehead: straight and slightly bombé; supra-orbital ridges moderately 

prominent, glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits narrow, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge very low and narrow, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 

13. Manicyorina, 22 years (Platé XI). 
Hair: black, straight, falling nearly to waist; eyebrows: black and scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 

prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; very slight fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low, leading in a concave curve to tip. 
Lips: somewhat thick, and very slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: chin not receding; cheekbones high but not prominent; temper- 

ature, November, 1915, 98° F. 

14, AMERERNIQ, 60 years. 
Hair: black, straight, falling to shoulders; eyebrows: black and scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and 

glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
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Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading straight to a pointed tip. 
Itps: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face long and narrow; cheekbones high but not very prominent; 

temperature, February, 1916, 97° F. : 

15. OqorviILvK, 40 years. 
Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and medium thick. 
Forehead: medium high and almost straight; supra-orbital ridges and glab- 

ella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; no fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge very low, leading straight to rather pointed tip. 
Iips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. ' 
Remarks: face rather flat and narrow; chin not receding; cheekbones high 

and prominent; temperature, February, 1916, 97-8° F. 

16. Manryuk, 45 years. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to shoulders; eyebrows: black and scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and straight, somewhat bombé; supra-orbital ridges 

and glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: light brown with greyish tinge; fold slight, slits rather narrow, lids 

half concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low and medium broad, leading in concave curve to 

a medium broad tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: face straight, with chin not receding, broad and round; cheek- 

bones fairly high but masked by fleshiness; temperature, March, 1916, 
97-8° F. 

D. Asiak group, Coronation Gulf. 

17. ARQULUE, 45 years. 

Hair: black, straight, falling almost to waist; eyebrows: faint traces only. 
Forehead: medium high and slightly receding, sloping away at sides; supra- 

orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: light brown, slight fold, slits rather narrow, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, flat, and medium broad, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 

slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: face unusually long and narrow, rather flat; chin straight; cheek- 

bones high and prominent; weight, May, 1916, 186 lbs. 

E. Pingangnaqtok group, Coronation gulf. 

18. Hatrorina, 45 years; mother of Male No. 31, Female No. 19. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to below shoulders; eyebrows: black and 
medium thick. 

Forehead: medium high, and slightly receding: supra-orbital ridges slight, 
glabella moderately prominent. ; 

Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids almost concealed. 
Nose: bridge medium low, leading in a concave curve to a medium broad tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face rather long and not very broad; cheekbones medium high 

and prominent; temperature, February, 1916, 97-8° F. 
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19. EqqerHoag, 18 years; daughter of Female No. 18. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and scanty. 

Forehead: medium high and almost straight; supra-orbital ridges and glab- 

ella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits rather narrow, lids almost concealed. 

Nose: bridge low and broad, leading straight to a rather broad tip. 

Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face round and not very flat; chin straight; cheekbones hardly 

noticeable; temperature, February, 1916, 98° F. 

20. Acaa, 45 years. 

Hair: black, straight, falling almost to waist; eyebrows: black and scanty. 

Forehead: low and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; faint traces of fold, slits medium wide, lids not con- 

cealed. 
Nose: bridge very low, leading straight to a rather pointed tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: face straight and a little flat, chin not receding; cheekbones rather 

high and prominent; temperature, February, 1916, 97° F. 

21. OqarTToa, 40 years. 
Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and straight, sloping away on sides; supra-orbital 

ridges and glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to a snub tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 
Remarks: face straight and fairly broad; chin not receding; cheekbones 

high and prominent; temperature, March, 1916, 98-3° F. 

E. Kilusiktok group, Coronation gulf. 

22. Hutorag or ARNAUN, 40 years. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to waist; eyebrows: black and scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and straight, rather bombé; supra-orbital ridges and 

glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: very low bridge. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face round and flat; chin not receding; cheekbones high and 

rather prominent; temperature, March, 1916, 99-4° F. 

23. KuKILUKAQ, 25 years (Plate XI). 

Hair: black, straight, falling nearly to waist; eyebrows: black and scanty. 
Forehead: medium high, straight, slightly bombé; supra-orbital ridges and 

glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: light brown; marked fold, slits rather narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge very low, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: rather thick and slightly everted, the lower more than the upper. 

24. Pacuig, 30 years; daughter of Male No. 43, Female No.40 (Plate IX). 
Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and rather scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and straight, sloping away at sides; supra-orbital 

ridges and glabella fairly prominent. 
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Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed; eyes 
‘deeply sunken in head. 

Nose: bridge moderately high, leading straight to pointed tip. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, thicker and everted. 
Ears: lobes very slightly*detached. —_ 
Remarks: face narrow, rather pointed below, with the chin slightly receding; 

cheekbones high but not very prominent. 

25. AQana, 35 years. 

Hair: olack, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and very scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and slightly receding, sloping away at sides; supra- 

orbital ridges and glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; traces of fold, slits medium wide, lids slightly concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, flat and rather narrow, leading straight to pointed tip. - 
Lips: both rather thick and slightly everted, the lower a little more than 

the upper. 
Ears: lobes very slightly detached. 
Remarks: face rather flat and long, sloping from the broad zygomatic 

arches to a rather pointed chin; chin straight but cut away below; 
cheekbones high but not very prominent. 

F. Kanghiryuaq group, Prince Albert sound, Victoria island. 

26. UMALLUK, 45 years. 

Hair: black, rather wavy, falling to shoulders; eyebrows: very scanty, 
apparently brownish-black. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and 
glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low, leading in concave curve to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. 

27. Uruatyoa, 35 years. 

Hair: black, straight, falling a little below shoulders; eyebrows: very scanty, 
apparently brownish-black. - 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and 
glabella not prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits rather narrow, lids half concealed. 
. Nose: bridge low and narrow, leading in a concave curve to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and both slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes very slightly detached. 
Remarks: cheekbones high and rather prominent. 

28. Narexsina, 40 years. 

Hair: black with brownish tinge, slightly wavy, falling a little below shoul- 

ders; eyebrows: almost none. 
Forehead: medium high and somewhat receding; supra-orbital ridges and 

glabella not prominent. ; 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits rather narrow, lids not concealed. 

Nose: bridge very low, leading in concave curve to tip. 

Lips: rather thin and not everted. 
Ears: lobes moderately detached. 
Remarks: cheekbones high and very prominent. 
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G. Puivliq group, South-West Victoria island. 

29. Prncoatna or APATTOQ, 30 years. 
Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: very scanty, colour un- 

certain. . 
Forehead: rather high and straight. 
Eyes: brown; moderate fold, slits narrow, lids concealed. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, thicker and somewhat 

everted. 

30. Karyorana or Pupik, 30 years (Plate IX). 
Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and straight. 
Eyes: dark brown; medium fold, slits narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, thicker and slightly 

everted. 

31. QrepaK, 40 years; mother of Male No. 68, Female No. 48. 
Hair: black, straight, falling to waist; eyebrows: black and scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and straight. 
Eyes: dark brown; medium fold, slits narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge low and broad. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat thicker and 

slightly everted. 

32. UNGAHAQ, 30 years. 
Hair: black, straight, falling almost to waist; eyebrows: black and scanty. 
Forehead: moderately high and straight. 
Eyes: dark brown; medium fold, slits narrow, lids nearly concealed. 
Nose: bridge low. 
Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, somewhat’ thicker and 

slightly everted. 

33. Kimaryoa, 45 years; mother of Male No. 69. 
Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: very scanty, colour un- 

certain. 
Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and 

glabella moderately prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; medium fold, slits narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to tip. 
Inps: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 

34. KautivagQ, 30 years; daughter of Male No. 59, sister of Female No. 37. 

H coli black, straight, falling to waist; eyebrows: very scanty, colour un- 
certain. 

Forehead: medium high and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 
prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; medium fold, slits narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge very low, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 

35. IroQana, 26 years. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black, medium thick and 
widely separate. 

Forehead: high and straight, somewhat bombé. 
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Eyes: dark brown; medium fold, slits narrow, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge exceedingly low, leading straight to tip.. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 

. Ears: lobes very slightly detached. 
Remarks: face seemed exceptionally long and narrow, the cheekbones being 

very little prominent. 

36. KuxrEoq, 40 years. 

Hair: black, straight, though curving round at ends, falling to chest; eye- 
brows: black and scanty. i 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding. 
Eyes: dark brown; no fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge exceedingly low, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 

37. It1icaGyuaNa, 25 years; daughter of Male No. 59, sister of Female No. 34. 
Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: brownish-black and rather 

scanty. 
Forehead: rather high and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 

prominent. 
Eyes: light brown; marked fold, slits medium wide, lids almost concealed. 
Nose: bridge very low and medium broad, leading straight to slightly snub 

tip. ' 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 

38. Hupo, 30 years. 
Hair: black, slightly wavy, falling to waist; eyebrows: black and very 

scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 

prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids slightly concealed. 
Nose: bridge low and medium broad, leading straight to tip. : 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: lobes moderately detached. 

4 

39. PissuaQ, 25 years. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black tinged with brown. 
Forehead: medium high and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 

prominent. 
Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids half concealed. 
Nose: bridge very low, leading with slight hump to somewhat hooked tip. 
Lips: medium thick and slightly everted, the lower more than the upper. 
Ears: lobes very slightly detached. 

H. Nagyuktok group, South Victoria island. 

40. Eqaryux, 50 years; mother of Female No. 24. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and thick. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges and 

glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; medium fold, slits narrow, lids almost concealed. _ 

Nose: bridge low, flat and broad, leading in concave curve to broad, flat tip. 

Lips: upper, medium thick and not everted; lower, thicker and somewhat 

everted. ; 
Ears: lobes moderately detached. 
Remarks: face rather thin; chin receding and cut away below; cheekbones 

high and prominent. 
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I. Kigliniq group, South Victoria island. 

41. Uvitiog, 35 years; daughter of Male No. 65. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to just below shoulders; eyebrows: right, 
black and scanty, left, none. : . 

Forehead: medium high and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 
prominent. . : : 

Eyes: dusty brown with blue fringe around the iris; marked fold, slits medium 

wide, lids concealed. ! 
Nose: bridge extremely low, leading in a concave curve to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: lobes moderately detached. ; ; 
Remarks: face straight, father square and flat; chin not receding; tempera- 

ture, March, 1916, 98-8° F. 

J. Saningaiyog group, Backs river. 

42. Nia, 30 years. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to shoulders; eyebrows, black and scanty. — 
Forehead: medium high and straight, sloping away at sides; supra-orbital 

ridges and glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low and narrow, leading straight to a medium broad tip. 
Lips: medium thick and slightly everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face straight, not very broad; chin slightly receding; cheekbones 

high and prominent; temperature, March, 1916, 97-4° F. 

The two women described next, Nos. 43 and 44, were doubtfully adult. 
While their descriptions and measurements are included in this portion, they 
are excluded from the tables of frequencies in Section 11. 

43. Haqunecaa, 16 years. Puivlik group, daughter of Male No. 45 and 
Female No. 40. She had been married about one year. 

Hair: black, slightly wavy, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and very 
scanty. 

Forehead: high and straight, rather bombé. 
Eyes: dark browo; marked fold, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 

44, Qormiq, 15 years, Pingangnaqtok group. 

Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and scanty. 
Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges moder- 

ately prominent, glabella not prominent. 
Eyes: dark brown; medium fold, slits medium wide, lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge very low, leading straight to tip. 
Ears: lobes very slightly detached. 
Inps: medium thick and not everted. 
Remarks: face straight and narrow; cheekbones hardly noticeable; temper- 

ature, February, 1916, 98-4° F. 
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HUDSON BAY ESKIMOS 

1. Atqaq, 22 years; from the Akiliniq or Thelon river. 

Hair: black, straight, clipped all over to about 3”; eyebrows: black and 
medium thick; moustache: traces only; beard: none. 

Forehead: medium high and slightly receding, sloping away at sides; supra- 
orbital ridges and glabella moderately prominent. 

Eyes: dark brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge rather low and narrow, leading in’ a concave curve to tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower considerably everted. 
Remarks: face fairly round; chin somewhat pointed; cheekbones high and 

moderately prominent. 

2; ie ra 40 years; from the district of Palliq, on the west coast of Hudson 
ay. 

Hair: black, straight, clipped all over to about 5’; eyebrows; black and 
medium thick; moustache: brown and scanty; beard: very scanty, 
colour uncertain. 

Forehead: rather low and straight; suprd-orbital ridges and glabella not 
prominent. 

Eyes: light brown; slight fold, slits medium wide, lids not concealed. 
Nose: bridge medium high and very narrow, leading with hump to tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: no detached lobes. 
Remarks: face generally narrow and rather wedge-shaped; cheek-bones 

high and somewhat prominent. 

MACKENZIE RIVER ESKIMOS! 

Ma.ss 
1. Agoyaag, 30 years. 

Hair: brownish-black, straight, cut close all over. 
Eyes: dark brown. 

2. SEPUTAITTOQ, 35 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close all over. 
Eyes: dark brown. 

3. AryaKa, 25 years. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close all over. 
Eyes: dark brown. 

4, Patatyaq, 21 years; brother of Female No. 1. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close all over; eyebrows: black and medium 
thick; moustache: none; beard: traces only. 

Forehead: medium high and straight; supra-orbital ridges and glabella not 
prominent. ; ; ; 

Eyes: ligt brown; medium fold, slits medium wide and lids concealed. 
Nose: bridge low, leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes very slightly detached. 
Remarks: weight, January, 1915, 144 lbs. 

FEMALE 

1. Unauina, 28 years; sister of Male No. 4. 
Hair: black, straight, falling to chest; eyebrows: black and scanty. 

1A]] these Mackenzie river Eskimos were natives of Kitigaryuit village, in the delta of the river. 

50932—3 
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Forehead: medium high and straight, rather bombé; supra-orbital ridges 

and glabella not prominent. . 
Eyes: dark brown; medium fold, slits medium wide and lids half concealed. . 

Nose: bridge low and flat, leading straight to medium broad tip. 
Lips: medium thick and not everted. 
Ears: lobes slightly detached. ; 
Remarks: face straight, oval in outline; cheekbones high and rather prom- 

inent. 

ALASKAN ESKIMOS 

Mates 

ANGoTITSsAQ, 22 years. Born at Point Hope. 

Hair: black, straight, cut close all over; eyebrows: black and rather scanty; 

moustache and beard: none. 
Forehead: medium high and straight, slightly bombé; supra-orbital ridges 

and glabella moderately prominent. 
Eyes: brown; medium fold, slits medium wide and lids partly concealed. 
Nose: bridge somewhat low; leading straight to tip. 
Lips: medium thick, the lower slightly everted. 
Ears: lobes very slightly detached. 
Remarks: weight, January, 1914, 164 lbs. 

PayuRaG, 29 years; father and mother from Point Hope. 

Hair: black and straight; beard: none. 
Forehead: medium high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges well 

developed. 
Eyes: very dark brown; slight fold. 
Nose: bridge low. 
Lips: medium thick and moderately everted. 
Remarks: cheekbones high and prominent; chin slightly receding. 

. ASETSAQ, 22 years; father and mother from Point Hope. 

Hair: black and straight; beard: none. ; 
Forehead: rather high and slightly receding; supra-orbital ridges well 

developed. 
Eyes: very dark brown; slight fold. 
Lips: medium thick and moderately everted. 
Remarks: cheekbones high and prominent; chin straight. 

. Dozara: adult; father and mother from Point Hope. 

. MivvuK.va, adult; father and mother from the Noatak river, SE. of Point 
Hope. 

Ataneana, adult; father from the Kivallinak river, SE. of Point Hope, 
mother from Point Hope. 

Yxpog, adult; father and mother from the Kivallinak river. 

. Kunoag, adult; father and mother from the Noatak river. 

UKPEKSON, adult; father and mother from the Kivallinak river. 
. Neaqva, adult; father from Oturkaq, mother from Napaqtok. 

. Aguag, 20 years; father from the Noatak river, mother from Kangeq. 

. KepmMErox or QrururaQ, adult; father and mother from Kigittaruk, Kot- 
zebue sound. 

. Nanmagq, adult; father from the Noatak river, mother from Kivallik, at the 
head of Kotzebue sound. 

. Urritrrog, 15 years; father and mother from the Noatak river.! 

1This man is omitted from the discussion in Section II owing to his youth. 
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COPPER ESKIMOS 
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214] 150) 593] 140|° 82| 145] 59] 34] 26] 108 | 70-1 | 56-5 | 57-6 
193 | 143 | 571 | 114] 70] 143) 50) 37{| 22] 115 | 74-1] 48-9] 74-0 
201 | 151| 585| 129| 80] 149] 55| 36] 22] 116] 75-1 | 56-3] 65-4 
195 | 149 | 571| 132] 79 | 144] 62] 33] 21] 115 | 76-4 | 54-9 | 53-2 
196 | 153| 591} 140] 81] 149] 56| 39] 22] 122] 78-1] 54-3] 69-6 
195 | 147| 570| 128| 78| 143] 60| 37/ 20-5) 118 | 75-4 | 54-5 | 61-7 
194| 151] 577] 124] 73| 143] 55| 37] 21) 1032) 77-8 | 51-0] 67-3 
197| 153 | 588| 137| 75| 145| 52] 35) 25) 114) 77-7) 51-7] 67-3 
198 | 154 | 583| 141] 76| 144] 56| 31) 20] 113 | 77-8] 52-8] 55-3 
200 | 158) 586] 132| 76| 156] 54] 33] 24] 113] 79-0] 48-7] 61-1 
199 | 155] 578| 136| 741 147| 55 | 36! 23] 117] 77-9 | 50-3] 65-4 
195 | 151| 570| 125) 82] 147| 58} 36] 26] 100| 77-4] 55-8] 62-1 
190 | 156| 564) 120] 73| 140] 52] 36) 21) 115 | 82-1} 52-1] 69-2 
194] 146] 564] 119] 74] 142| 59] 41] 23] 105 | 75-3 | 52-1] 69-4 
196 | 149| 577| 124] 76| 139} 53] 34] 22] 113 | 76-0 | 54-7) 64-1 
195 | 156| 586| 131] 72] 156| 62] 41 | 22) 119 | 80-0 | 46-1] 66-1 
193 | 152] 578] 124| 75] 149| 54] 39] 22) 111 | 78-7 | 50-3 | 72-2 
205 | 148| 590| 131] 82] 145] 61! 41] 27) 123 | 72-2 | 56-5 | 67-2 
194| 144| 568| 113| 70] 136] 49) 33] 20] 115 | 74.2) 51-5] 67-3 
197 | 152] 593| 133) 79] 149] 61] 40} 22] 115 | 77-2] 53-0| 65-6 
200 | 147| 578| 131] 80| 142] 60) 40] 23) 117 | 73-5 | 56-3 | 66-7 
192 | 157| 593| 129] 77| 151] 57{ 35] 20] 111 | 81-8] 50-9] 61-4 
200} 153] 595| 133] 75 | 146| 58] 36) 19) 119] 76-5] 51-4) 62-1 
199 | 151} 600] 128] 73| 145] 55 | 38-5] 21-5] 114] 75-9] 50-4] 70-0 
205 | 156| 600| 132] 81] 146) 61| 37] 23) 120] 76-1 | 55-4] 60-6 
199} 155| 586| 124| 74] 152) 58| 38] 22] 119] 77-9| 48-7] 65-5 
198 | 154] 580| 126] 75| 147] 59] 38] 21] 115] 77-8] 51-0| 64-4 
207 | 152] 615| 132| 72] 148) 59| 34-| 22-5] 121 | 73-4 | 48-6 | 57-6 
i90| 155 | 575) 125| 73| 152] 60| 43] 24) 123 | 81-6] 48-0] 71-7 
198 | 151] 585} 131] 68] 149] 52] 41 | 21-5 | 121 | 76-3 | 45-6] 78-8 
194) 146] 581 | 126) 80] 141] 60| 34-5 | 24] 112 | 75-2 | 56-7] 57-5 
194| 153 | 582] 126| 73] 140} 54] 37| 21] 122 | 78-9 | 52-1] 68-5 
198 | 158| 580| 123] 70] 154] 53| 36] 20] 123 | 79-8 | 45-4] 67-9 
189 | 148| 565 | 121] 76) 144] 59] 34] 21-5 | 107 | 78-3 | 52-8] 57-6 
204 | 154] 589| 125] 70) 151 | 57|40-5| 24] 124] 75-4 | 46-3] 71-0 
194| 153] 585| 126| 76] 147| 59/ 41] 23 | 113 | 78-9] 51-7] 69-4 
196 | 143| 885 | 130| 77] 151| 59] 30| “23! 110 | 73-0] 51-0] 50-8 
192 | 153] F89| 127) 73| 142] 52] 38} 20| 114] 79-7] 51-4] 78-1 
199 | 157| 592] 126] 74] 150] 59] 37-5] 21] 111 | 78-9] 49-3| 63-6 
205 | 157| 602 | 128| 79] 145] 58] 37-5] 23] 117 | 76-6 | 54-4) 64-6 
200 | 151| 594| 132) 79] 148] Go| 42] 20] 112] 75-5 | 53-4] 70-0 
204 | 161) 603} 130! 78] 152] 57] 40] 23] 118 | 78-9 | 51-3) 70-2 
203 | 152| 580| 130} 80| 147] 61| 38| 22] 113 | 74-9 | 54-4] 62-3 
196 | 152] 583| 125) 70] 153] 51] 38] 20] 129] 77-5] 45-7| 74-5 
200 | 151 | 594] 123} 73| 154] 54] 36| 22) 124] 75-5 | 47-4) 66-7 
193 | 154] 575| 124] 72] 140] 55| 39 21-5] 120] 79-8 | 51-4| 70-9 
198 | 150] 571 | 128) 75| 145] 58] 36] 21] 117] 76-5 | 51-7| 62-1 
188 | 150] 563| 124] 73] 140| 57| 35] 18] 116 | 79-8 | 52-1] 61-4 
i95 | 154{/ 605| 136] 981] 155| 56) 38] 20) 129] 80-0 | 52-3 | 67-8 
i9¢ | 149| 598| 129] 78] 149] 59] 38} 22) 122 | 76-0 | 52.3 | 64-4 
197 | 150| 595 | 127] 73] 148| 52| 36] 20] 113 | 76-1) 49-2] 69-2 
200 | 157| 584] 126| 75| 150] 57] 41] 23] 124 | 78-5 | 50-0] 71-9 
138 | 149] 568| 120] 72] 147| 56 | 36) 20-5] 125 | 79-3 | 48-9] 64-3 
i9¢ | 153 | 582| 118] 73] 143) 54| 40] 25) 111 | 78-1) 51-0) 74-1 
i91 | 149) 569| 109| 64] 144] 43| 39] 16) 112| 78-0) 44-4 | 90-7 
132 | 147] 542| 118| 67] 136| 48] 35] 21] 110 | 80-8 | 49-2] 72-9 
i91 | 149| 552 | 124| 74] 145] 56) 32| 22] 115 |'78-0 | 51-0 | 57-1 
133 | 181] 550°| 124| 70] 140| 50] 31] 18] 110 | 82-5 | 50-0 62-0 
194 | 153) 566| 130) 74] 144| 56) 39| 28] 112] 78-9 | 51-4] 69-6 
isa | 147| 556 | 122) 72] 141| 56) 34] 21] 115 | 80-3 | 51-1} 60.7 
195 | 140| 579| 129| 76] 147| 52) 36] 24] 124] 71-8 | 51-7 | 69-2 
19a | 153 | 581 | 126) 76] 145) 55| 35] 22) 120) 78-9 | 52-4] 63-6 
i90 | 149] 589| 123] 76] 148] 51] 36] 21] 114 | 78-4) 51-3] 70-6 
is7! 146! 553! 196! 75' 138! 53! 35' 21° 107 | 78-1! 54.3! 66-0 
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COPPER ESKIMOS—Continued 

Matzs—Continued 
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203 | 152] 600] 136/ 79! 154] 64] 40| 24] 120| 74-9 | 51-3 | 62-5 
200 | 155| 590/ 126] 74| 146] 53] 40| 26] 126| 77-5 | 50-7 | 75.5 
193 | 156| 572! 122} 70] 139| 52] 33] 18] 109] 80-8|F0-4| 63.4 
204| 149] 595] 139) 78 | 129°} 57] 40| 24] 107] 73-0| 60-5 | 70.9 193 | 146] £62] 119| 76] 131) 54! 33] 19] 110] 75-6158-0| 61.1 186 | 148] 555| 129] 751 139] 55{| 30| 20] 118] 79-61 53-9| 54.5 207 | 163} 608! 140] 80} 155] 55| 39] 261 125] 78-7| 51-61 70.9 188 | 157| F68| 131] 77| 145| 59] 37] 20-5.| 111 | 83-5 | 53-11 62.7 183 | 147] £61| 121{ 71] 140} #2) 37] 17| 105] 80-3| 50-7] 714 200} 168] 593] 138] s1| 154) 69| 37] 24] 116] 79-0] 2-6) £3.6 200 | 152| 584] 133] 76| 145] 56] 37] 19] 1299 | 76-01 52-4| 664 191 | 152| 564| 116| 67] 146] 45] 42-5] 22] 1121| 79-6 | 45-9] 4.4 203 | 156} 590] 128] 76] 147) 52| 37| 19] 117] 76-8] 51-7| 7c 194] 151] 590) 117/ 7] 146] 52] 37{ 20] 119] 77-81 48-61 71.1 192] 157] £85] 124] 73] 145} 55] 39/ 22] 119 | 81-8 | £0.3| 70.9 202| 154] 584] 118] 70] 157| 55] 38] 22| 116] 76-2 | 44-6| 69.1 192] 155] 572] 126] 75} 147] Fe] 41| 22] 119 | 80-7| 51.0| 73.2 195 | 153! 585 | 1241 711 1391 Fol 371 391 4121 78-41 51.11 94.9 

Fimaues 

190) 145) 585) 122; 68) 144) 51, 34, 20 : ; 7 wp | i45| see| ix | e4| 4a] as| se) ce] tie | ape laee ano 194] 146] 570| 125} 82] 138| 54| 34] 92] 102| 75-2| 59.4| 62.9 185 | 138] 551] 118] 71] 134| 50] 31-5] 17] 101 | 74-6 | 52.91 63.0 190 | 145] 561| 127) 76] 140} 56] 33] 20-5| 99] 76-3 | 54.3] 58.9 186 | 148] 565) 123] 73] 141] 54| 34| 17] 106| 79-6 | 51.7| 69.0 187 | 143 | 555] 126) 67| 133] 52]. 31| 18] 110] 76-4|50-4| 59.6 202| 150} 580| 130] 75] 140| 56] 36] 21] 106] 74.2) 53.6] 64.5 189| 141) 560] 119] 67] 135/ 45] 33} 18] 114] 74.6 | 49-6 | 93.3 183 | 146 | 565] 125) 70] 137| 49{ 34| 191 108|79-8|511| on 203 | 145] 600} 127] 76| 139/ 54] 35] 91] 115] 71-41 54.7] 64.8 197 | 146 | 569] 121] 72) 130] 54] 33! 21) 114] 74:11 51-8| 61 178 | 140) 544] 106] 67] 133] 50] 32) 19] 109| 78-6| 50-4] 64.0 183 | 144] 552) 125| 72] 135| 55/34-5} 211 112| 78.7 | 53.3| 69.7 190 | 160] 575] 119] 71} 136] #2] 36] 191 109] 78.9 | 59.2| 60.5 190 | 140] 573) 123| 69] 139| 52] 37| 20] 115| 73-7] 49-61 mat 201} 151 | 601] 137) 75] 144] 56] 41 | 21] 119 | 75-1} 59.1 | v3.5 197 | 147| 588) 127]| 73| 139] 53] 31] 20-5| 116| 74-61 52.5 | sot 190 | 148] 575) 112| 69] 138] 53| 35-5] 23] 107| 77-9] 50.0 | @¥.0 183 | 143) 560] 115| 66) 139] 47|° 32} 19-5| 99| 78-11 47.4| os. 195 | 150] 587) 118] 72] 139} F3| 38} a1| 114| 76-91 51.8| Ssc7 181 | 145] 567) 123) 72] 130] #5] 34] 211 174/801 |arcg| 4. 191 | 149| 577] 115] 67] 140] 48] 32| 90] 120] 78.0 |a78| coe 193 | 148] 579| 117| 70] 140] 50/ 32| 17| 106| 76:7|a0.6| Cog 186 | 143] 560] 126] 68| 135] 51] 38) 17| 108] 76.9|t04| Soe 193 | 150) 569] 123} 71] 133] 55| 39] 231 115 | 77-7] 8.41 2aD 185 | 144| 565] 119] 69] 135| 52] 37| 911 aalarelsea | 22 197 | 150] 578) 133] 78} 138] 61| 39| 23| i10| 764 | ces | coe 196 | 144} 570 | 115 m2) 137) 47) 32) 20) 10 | 73-4 mes | Gee 21 1388/ 51) 35] 20| 119] 75.0 | so. 192] 145/ 578] 123] 73| 140] 51] 34| 20] a4 fail eae 181 | 147| 561) 120] 70] 132] 52| 81| 30| tos | coe | 2b] 66:7 190 | 149] 566| 119] 67) 142] 55] 34] 90| qy9| S42 | 58:0] 59:6 190 | 148] 571] 119| 68] 140; 47| 32! t71 tie | B4 | 47:2] 81:8 192 | 148| 570] 121| 74} 135] 54] 37} 49 | 220 | 27-8 | 48-6] 68-1 187 | 146] 568] 122] 74] 135] 83] 32) 90| teh | fa:4 | 54:8] 68-5 190 | 141] 568] 121! 711 137 toe [ean | owe | Bee 18 | 148] 565/ 126] 77] 143| 35 | 36] 28 uy leer eee | ae 187 | 147 | 572 | 125) 80/ iat] 56 30] a7] i01 8.6 387 33.6 64] 121] 69 : : ve 1564 190] 144] 573] 113] 70| 136| s2/ 3a] 20 | 1d |.76-3 | 50-7 | 73-4 1580) 195] 148] 575] 127] 75] 141| 58] 35| a9 | 12 | 73:8 | 51-4] 65-4 Marg | 185 | 145/ 563] 116] 71) 131] 40] 32] i6| tos | foo | oe 03.3 133 | 5171 109 : : : 63 | 120 47 | 29.5 16 90 ' 77-8 ' 52-5! 69.8 
“Omitted from frequency tables in Section II on account of immaturity. 
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HUDSON BAY ESKIMOS 
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*Omitted from frequency tables in Section II on account of immaturity. 



SECTION II 

A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

In the preceding section, when describing the individual Eskimos who were 

made the subjects of measurement, I separated them according to the localities 

or social groups to which they considered themselves attached. These groups 

have been described in detail in Volume XII of this series, ‘The Life of the 

Copper Eskimos,”’ Chapter III. As far as the physical characteristics of the 

Copper Eskimos are concerned such a differentiation of the population into 

local groups has absolutely no importance, for they are all closely connected by 

ties of kinship and relationship; moreover the groups undergo a reshuffling 

process every year, so that their composition continually changes and a man in the 

course of his life-time may belong to as many as half-a-dozen different ones. This 

is true not only of the basin of Coronation gulf proper, but of the slightly, more 

outlying areas like Prince Albert sound and Minto inlet, for the inhabitants 

of these places also continually visit and intermarry with the Eskimos south 

and east of them. It follows, therefore, that there can be no local variations 

in physical type throughout this whole region, no features present, let us say, 

in Prince Albert sound that are not equally present in Bathurst inlet; and this 

is confirmed by the data given in the preceding section. If in spite of this I 

there divided the natives according to their local groups, it was simply to em- 

phasize the fact that every group is represented by at least one, and in most 

cases by several individuals, and to facilitate the checking of the measurements, 

if so desired, by other investigators. In the general discussion of the data which 

is now to follow no attention will be paid to local groups, but the whole region 

inhabited by the Copper Eskimos will be treated as a unit. This region lies 

roughly between 67° and 72° north latitude and 102° and 120° west longitude, 

having Coronation gulf as its geographical centre. ; 

The inhabitants of this region, the Copper Eskimos, are of about the middle 
stature, and sturdy and robust in build. The fur clothing in which they are 

habitually enveloped gives them an exaggerated appearance of corpulence, 

whereas in reality they incline towards slenderness, the body tapering a little 

below the broad shoulders! Many of the children, however, and a very few of 
the adults, are distinctly pot-bellied, and no markedly thin person was seen by 
the expedition, while, on the other hand, two women were found to measure 
each as much as 14 inches around the forearm. The average weight seems to 

be greater then that of Europeans; eleven men averaged 164 lbs. (deducting 

8 lbs. for the weight of the clothing) and five women 167 lbs.2 All the natives 
are extremely active and hardy, capable of enduring greater exertions and 
privations than most white men. The gait of the men resembles that of an 
athletic European, but the women walk with an awkward rolling motion, partly 
due, perhaps, to the bulkiness of their clothing, but still more to the fact that 
they are invariably bow-legged, their toes, instead of turning out, as the men’s 
generally do, usually pointing straight ahead or even turning in.? 

1This seems characteristic of all Eskimos; cf. for Greenland, Holm, Meddelelser om Gr¢nland, Vol. 
AASIK, p. 27, and for Point Barrow, Simpson, Arctic Papers for the Expedition of 1875, London, 1875, 
p. : 

2These five women, however, were all rather big and stout, so that their average is almost certainly 
too high. Ray (International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, Washington, 1885, p. 50) gives 1532 lbs. 
as the average weight of 51 men at Point Barrow, and 135} Ibs. as the average weight of 30 women. Boas 
(Bulletin, American Museum of Natural History, Vol XV, pt. 1, p. 8) states that 9 men from the west 
moneh et Hud?on, Pay peerage 7) lbs. ane 12 yen 138 lbs. 

3Women in the Mackenzie delta and along the coast as far as Barrow have the same peculi ait; 
ef. Murdoch, Ninth Annual Report, Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington, 1892, a 38. eer 
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The general appearance of these Eskimos varies a great. deal according to 
the season of the year. In summer, when they wear their oldest clothes and 
wander day after day over dusty plains or muddy swamps, their faces become 
encrusted with a constant layer of dirt. Washing is unknown, and while a 
party occasionally bathes in a stream or lake on a very hot day, these occasions 
are few and far between. The skin, too, becomes very much tanned at this 
season, so that altogether the appearance of the natives is not prepossessing. 
But in winter, when they wear new fur clothing, and contact with the snow re- 
moves the dirt from their faces at the same time as the tan disappears, their 
appearance is so changed that one could almost imagine them a different people. 

SKIN 

The colour of the skin, where it is untanned by exposure, is a trifle darker 
than that of a North European. Mr. Wilkins, the photographer of the expedi- 
tion, stated that in the neighbourhood of Minto inlet he saw a girl whose skin 
was quite as white as that of any European he had ever seen; but this was 
certainly exceptional. I frequently compared the colour of their upper arms 
with my own, and invariably found that mine was a little lighter. In spring 
and summer the Eskimos tan to a darker brown than we do, but in the long 
hours of winter twilight and darkness the skin resumes its normal colour. No 
sexual difference was noticed, although Holm states that Ammassalik women 
are lighter than the men. A very few individuals are marked with freckles. 

There seems to be quite a distinctive odour exuded from their skin different 
from that of white people. An old woman once asked me whether I had noticed 
an objectionable odour about them when I first arrived in their country. I 
stated that all our party had noticed it, and she answered ‘That is not strange, 
for we noticed the same thing about you.” Caribou-skin clothing has always 
a very euoue odour, but the personal odour of the Eskimos seemed quite distinct 
rom that. 

Hair 

The hair of the head is generally abundant and remains black until very 
late in life. One man still in his prime was almost bald, and his little son of 
about 10 years was partly bald; but neither baldness nor grey hair are common. 
In many cases the hair seems to begin farther back on the forehead than usual, 
making the forehead appear higher than it really is. Holm states that the 
Ammassalik Eskimos of East Greenland have glossy hair,) while Simpson says 
that at Point Barrow in Alaska it is without gloss;? among the Copper Eskimos 
it is glossy in some individuals and not in others. Its colour is almost invariably 
a deep black, and it fluctuates in shape between what Martin calls “‘flachwellig”’ 
and “‘ weitwellig,” in this paper called simply ‘‘straight” and “‘wavy.’’? Straight 
hair predominates, but there is a slight sexual difference, wavy hair being more 
common in men than in women; this may be due to the women wearing their 
hair in braids, which would tend to make it straighter. The percentage of 
variation in colour and form are shown in the following table, which is based on 
the lists in Section I. 

1Holm, The Angmagsalik Eskimo, Meddelelser om Grgnland, Copenhagen, 1914, Vol. XX XIX, p. 27. 

Simpson, The Western Eskimo, Arctic Papers for the Expedition of 1875, London, 1875, p. 238. 

%’Martin, R., Lehrbuch der Anthropologie, Jena, 1914, p. 188f. Ina few cases the hair in the Copper 
Eskimos is ‘‘schlict’’ rather than ‘‘flachwellig,’’ but I have not distinguished between these two forms. 

4Samples of hair from 5 Copper Eskimos, 3 men and 2 women, were mounted in transverse section on 
microscopic slides through the kindness of Dr. F. Boas. From each sample at least 20 individual sections 
were measured to give a true average. The measurements for the three men were: maximum diameters, 
-108, -105 and -115 mm., minimum diameters, -066, -080 and -077 mm., indices, 61, 76 and 67. For the 
two women they were: max. diam., -105and -092 mm., min. diam., -070 and -071 mm., indices, 66 and 76. 
The hair from East Greenland examined by Hansen (Medd. om Gr@gn., Vol. XX XIX, p. 179) was much 
coarser and more elliptical in outline. The difference may possibly be due to the fact that my own samples 
were clipped from the ends of the hair, whereas Hansen’s may have come from nearer the roots. 
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HAIR OF HEAD 

Colour Form 

Black with ; 
Black tinge of | Brownish- | Straight! Wavy 

brown at black 
ends 

p.c. p.c. p.c. p.c. p.c. 
Men, 82 cases..............0. 00. cee eee 92-5 2-5 5-0 66 34 
Women, 42 cases.............00. ccc eee Cy a a |e 2-5 81 19 

In men the hair seldom falls below the shoulders. It is worn in various ways, 
sometimes clipped all over, sometimes not clipped at all, but allowed to hang 
in a tangled mass. The majority wear a tonsure, the purpose being, according 
to the natives themselves, to keep the head cool under the weight of the fur hood. 
Two men stated that they personally wore their hair untrimmed because they 
possessed rifles and were therefore men of importance in their community— 
that is to say, it was sheer swagger on their part; but I saw other natives who 
were not so fortunate wearing their hair untrimmed, while contrarywise some who 
possess rifles were close-shorn. 

Women’s hair is generally longer than men’s, reaching well below the 
shoulders, but seldom as far as the waist.? It is parted in the middle and as a 
rule has two long plaits hanging down in front of each ear, tied at the ends with 
threads of sinew. Often, as in Hudson bay, a band of fur is wound spirally 
around each plait; but the Copper Eskimos never attach a bone handle to it, 
nor do they labour to make the band exhibit the alternate strips of dark and 
white that Parry speaks of, but use merely a strip of plain white fur cut in a 
crescent from the belly of a summer-coated caribou. As these plaits are apt 
to dangle annoyingly in front of the eyes as the woman moves about they are 
generally tucked in the breast of the coat. In the Mackenzie delta, where similar 
braids were formerly worn, the women nearly always coiled a portion of the hair 
into a knob on top of the head; but this is rarely done by the Copper Eskimos, 
and then only by women carrying children on their backs so that the infants 
may have something to hold on to. Most women possess combs, but only the 
younger ones make much use of them, and even they often use their fingers. 
In both men and women the hair swarms with nits ; it is an office of friendship 
to search a neighbour’s head, incidentally popping the trophies into the mouth. 

Bushy eyebrows are very rare. Usually they are quite sparse, and in 
consequence are apt to seem lighter in colour than the hair of the head, although this is seldom the case; the eye-lashes are similarly short and scanty. 
I have tabulated the variations in colour and quantity of the eyebrows on a percentage basis, as was done with the hair of the head. 

EYEBROWS 

Colour Form 

Black |Brownish- Abund- | Medium | Sparse | Almost: black ant none 

.c, .c, ‘ Men, 76 cases................ PEs Pi “32 ate ere 33° aa Women, 36 cases............. 89 ll 41 2 15 68 15 

Including hair that is wavy at the ends only. *The Eskimos of the Mackenzie delta and of Point B in former timé gave each a different reason for the custom. See Murdock ae cn pee a een ance 3Holm, op. cit., p. 27, states that i i i i 
Moston Ga ee at Ammassalik the hair of the women is very thick, and finer, but 

‘Parry, W., Three Voyages for the Discovery of a North-West Passage, London, 1875, Vol. 38, p. 267. 
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Neither the moustache nor the beard develops to any extent before middle 
_age; indeed the presence of a beard is considered a certain sign of old age, or 
at least of advanced years. The moustache is hardly ever thick, and the 
beard invariably sparse and scraggy ; three inches is about its maximum length. 
Mr. Stefansson’s statement that “here (in Victoria island) are men with abund- 
ant three-inch-long beards’ applies, according to my observations, only to a 
very few individuals found on the mainland as well as on Victoria island ; and 
certainly Back was guilty of considerable exaggeration when he said of 
some Eskimos on the Great Fish river ‘‘they could hardly have nurtured a more 
luxurious growth of beard, or cultivated more flowing mustachoes.’’? The cheeks 
are always perfectly glabrous in the younger men, but towards middle age they 
become sprinkled with a few stray hairs. The beard is generally concentrated 
on the chin, although sometimes there is a small goatee. Depilation is practised, 
but not in any systematic fashion. The hair in this part of the face is usually 
black like the hair of the head, but it often has a marked brownish tinge, notice- 
able more particularly in the moustache and on the lower lip; even then the 
hair on the chin is almost always black, so that the brownish tinge is probably 
due in part to bleaching, the hot blood soup that is a favourite drink of the natives 
being perhaps one of the agencies. It is worth noticing in this connection that 
the hair of the head is almost invariably black, except sometimes at the extreme 
tips, where bleaching is also liable to occur. 

MOUSTACHE AND BEARD 

Black Brownish- Brown 
black? 

. Pree 4 p.c. p.c. 
Met. 64 Cas@s's ic: ccciccc eo sus bes eh gated boncavere aaah gta dadive gavel od aden coabahe x wine 62-5 36 1-5 

FOREHEAD 

The forehead is generally rather narrow but moderately high. It often 
recedes a little, but not more than in Europeans. The women (and children) as 
usual have somewhat straighter foreheads than the men. The lists of Section I 
furnish the following table of percentages. 

FOREHEAD 

Height Slope 

Low Medium | High | None | Slight 

p.c. p.c. p.c. cases p.c. p.c. 
Men, 77 cases............004- 34 62 4 82 52 48 
Women, 41 cases............ 12 85 3 42 64 36 

CHEEKS 

The cheekbones are high and prominent, being especially noticeable when 
the face is thin or elongated; but when the cheeks fill out in seasons of plenty 
the bones are partly masked by masses of tissue. 

1§tefansson, My Life with the Eskimo, p. 193. a 

2Back, Narrative of the Arctic Land Expedition to the Mouth of the Great Fish River, London, 1836, 
p. 383. 

3Under brownish-black are included all cases where the moustache is given as brow or brownish- 
black, but the beard as black. ie 
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EyYEs 

The eyes show a rather wide range of variation. In colour they are always 
brown, the dark shade predominating in both sexes. I received an impression 
that little children always had dark eyes but am unable to verify it, as detailed 
observations were confined to adults. It is worth calling attention to, however, 
since Parry received the same impression at Iglulik in Hudson bay.’ 

COLOUR OF EYES 

— Dark Light Brown 
Brown Brown undefined 

p.c.* p.c. p.c 
Men; 82 Gases acccixasentwe inane smexguuns ahead ase Aohakaaen 55 44 1 
Women, 42 CRs6e. os sca ccc sada ecws beens Wied 6 Or) a USS 4 eR EES 69 26 5 

A secondary coloration of blue or grey, mainly around the fringe of the 
iris but extending occasionally into the sclerotis, was noticed in 14 men and 2 
women, all of whom, as the following table shows, were judged to be 35 years of 
age and upwards. 

— -34 35-44 45-54 55- 
years years years years 

Men— 
Cases Sxarn ned aeox 56 2 sans x oieies extn ea wlan y Place Hotes wav buecs 36 26 14 6 
Cases with blue or grey fringe...............0.0 00 c cee eee ee —_ 7 5 2 
omen— 
SUBSOs CRBOUINO oii (seine als wxgy 6 cdlela «6 eule HEOEM NaN yR RRO AS Re 18 11 10 2 
Cases with blue or grey fringe.................0ccc cece eens — 1 tL _ 

The predominant colour of the eye in these cases was always brown, in three 
of them a dark brown, in the other thirteen a lighter shade. In no instance 
was there the slightest resemblance to the blue eyes of Europeans. With regard 
to the distribution of the phenomenon, of the 16 natives in whom it was noticed 
1 belonged to Prince Albert sound on Victoria island, 1 to the Victoria island 
side and 2 to the mainland side of Dolphin and Union strait, 1 to the Victoria 
island side and 11 to the mainland side of Coronation gulf. It is found therefore 
throughout the whole of the area inhabited by the Copper Eskimos. In an earlier 
paper? I have pointed out that it occurs in Alaska also and is almost certainly 
pathological in origin, being in all probability the result of repeated attacks of | 
snow-blindness. 

The shape of the eye varies considerably. It often slants a little, though 
seldom as much as in Mongols. The Mongolian fold is present in most cases 
but not usually pronounced except in children. The slits are moderately 
wide, and the eyelids partly concealed beneath the eyebrows. 

Nevertheless one often sees straight eyes without any folding of the upper lid 
over the lower or its concealment beneath the eyebrow. In fact, here as among 
other Eskimos, every variety of shape may be found from full Mongolian to 
full European. These features are brought out in the following tables of per- 
centages. 

1Parry, op. cit., Vol. 4, p. 78. 
?American Anthropologist, Vol. 23, No. 3, July-September, 1921, p. 259 f. Dr. Boas informs me that this greyish ring around the iris is common among whites also, increasing in width with age, and that 

it is purely pathological. 
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FOLD 

= Pronounced Medium Slight None 

Mén, 81: Cases insiscs crcncin cw saare Rievae Hoes 4 HERA CaaS Poi er P53 my 
Women, 29 Gases. ... cnc cw onsen eenaeeveuuau ewer vanes 15 23 56 5 

SLITS 

Ss Wide Medium Narrow 

Menz 69 GaseSinas cacainw o aisgn ay tad ¢ ayes WKH YS HADES wae aa Vee eels eS ars) P36 
WO ET CAROS i xsacidadads deeds yiwse dads dew A Hae oR eS _ 49 51 

CONCEALMENT OF LIDS 

— Complete or Partial None 
nearly complete 

Cc. Cc. .C. 
Meng 78 Cases dits iia x Gad Soa anes teed aenane ta en dh y Aa a ee . 49 a 27 P 23 
WOT, CS CARB. ooncacs cng e esse PRS GS a RET OE HM IE FR EHR BIOS 50 26 24 

No tests were made of the vision. In general it seemed good, though prob- 

ably no better than that of white people living a similar life in the open air. 

The natives are quick at detecting objects at a distance, such as caribou on a 

hill-slope or a seal far out on the ice. From this one is very apt to imagine that 

their sight must be remarkably keen, but the fact really is that from infancy 

upward they are trained to scan the horizon for game and to detect every little 

irregularity or unusual appearance. The men take care to wear snow-goggles 

continually in the spring of the year, but some of the women never trouble 

about them. One elderly woman who had rather keener vision than usual 

ee that she never used snow-goggles and had never suffered from snow- 

indness. 
Noss 

The bridge of the nose, besides being very depressed, is usually rather 

narrow. For this reason many of the Eskimos found it difficult to adjust our 

binoculars to their use, the space between their eyes being narrower than the 

distance between the lenses. Section l.yields the following table of percentages. 

HEIGHT OF BRIDGE 

— Low Medium High 

p.c. p.c. p.c 

Men, 79 cases.......0 600005 cece ene nee eee ene net ee ene t ten cnes 82 17 . 1 

Women, 37 CASCS..... 2.00 c cece ece ree n ene teen e nee e nner e eras 95 5 _ 

— Narrow Medium Wide 

p.c. p.c. p.c. 

Men, 44 cases........ 02sec cece ence ere eee een nen n enn e stents 68 18 14 

Women, 13 caseS.......00. 0. cece cere cnet e tee nee nett e ene e ees 38-5 38-5 23 

From the bridge the nose usually runs straight to the tip, but occasionally 

the line forms a concave curve or a small hump mars its regularity. The tip 

itself is usually moderately high and inclined to be rather broad. Both snub 

and hooked noses are to be seen, though neither form is very common. The flat 

appearance of the face so often mentioned by writers as characteristic of the 
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Eskimos is as much dependent on the shape and height of the nose as on the 

prominence of the cheekbones.. A broad, low nose makes the face seem flat; 

conversely a nose that runs straight with aslight hump to a high, narrow tip 

neutralizes the effect of the broad, high cheekbones and narrow forehead and 

makes the face seem longer, even somewhat Indian in type. Collinson remarked 

aquiline noses and a Jewish cast of countenance among the Eskimos of Walker 

bay on Victoria island, but says that it was not apparent among the natives of 

Cambridge bay in Dease strait;! yet the Cambridge bay natives travel freely. 

all over Coronation gulf, and it was among the gulf natives that I myself par- 

ticularly remarked its presence. Aquiline noses, indeed, seem to occur in all 

Eskimo tribes; Rasmussen noticed this feature at Cape York in northern Green- 

land and Murdoch at Point Barrow in Alaska.’ : : 
Haemorrhage of the nose is very common, though the exact cause 1s uncertain. 

It used to be ascribed to the unvaried diet of meat and fish, but the western 

Eskimos of North Alaska and of the Mackenzie delta now live largely on imported 

foods, flour, cereals, etc., and still suffer from haemorrhage in the same manner.’ 

The Copper Eskimos, like their kinsmen elsewhere, stop the flow by plugging 

the nostrils with caribou-hair. I have seen them do this while travelling in 

the depth of winter, and have been surprised that the nose never seemed to 

freeze in consequence. 
Lies 

The lips are usually rather full. Eversion, not frequent in the upper lip, 
is the rule in the lower, which is also somewhat thicker than the upper. The 
protrusion of the lips frequently gives an unreal semblance of recession to the 
chin, which is nearly always straight. 

EVERSION OF LIPS 

Upper Lower 

None Slight None Slight or~ 
considerable 

p.c. p.c. p.c. p.c. 
Méni, 82 Case8 055 ies nets weed 2 eed So ea oe se ee 78 27 29 71 
‘Wormeni24 2icasesiiie i acssia aus a sate au cabs Be enti ate Hace 69 31 26 74 

THICKNESS OF LIPS 

Upper Lower 

Thin Medium Thick Thin Medium Thick 

p.c. p.c p.c. p.c c. c 
Men, 82 cases.............-- 1-5 68 80-5 1-5 48-5 £0 
Women, 42 cases............ 2-0 86 12 2-0 64-5 33-5 

TEETH 

The teeth are usually regular and pearly white. The incisors of the old 
women are often worn down almost to the gums, the result of constant chewing 
on seal-skins and other hard objects. Toothache seems rare; the remedy is to 
jerk out the tooth with a thread of sinew. Several old men were found to have 
lost teeth in this way, and one child was seen extracting a milk tooth. 

41Collinson, Journal of the H.M.S. Enterprise, London, 1889, p. 285. 
2Rasmussen, People of the Polar North, London, 1908, p. 38; Murdoch, op. cit., p. 37. 
sKrogh, A. and M. (Meddelelser om Gr¢nland, Vol. 51, p. 15) state that in Greenland “periods with 

abundant food are characterised by outbreaks of furunculosis, and it has been noticed further by medical 
officers and by the natives themselves that in such periods many of them become extremely liable to 
profuse and frequent bleedings from the nose.”’ ms 
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GENERAL Factan APPEARANCE 

_ The head appeared on the whole less scaphoid than I had expected. Its 
auricular height could not be measured owing to the lack of proper callipers. 
No doubt the true shape is often masked by the mass of hair, especially in the 
women. Yet the keel-shape is not at all uncommon, and in a few instances 
is remarkably pronounced. |The face is usually flat and broad, but there is 
great variation, as among all Eskimos. Three general types seem distinguish- 
able, though they all gradate into one another. First there is the round or 
slightly oval face with regular features, a rather fine nose, cheekbones not very 
prominent and chin rounded or but slightly pointed. This type is illustrated 
in plate XI. The second has a longer face and pointed chin, outstanding cheek- 
bones, and a nose frequently aquiline. Sometimes the face is long and the chin 
pointed, but the jowls are broad and the general shape of the face square or 
rectangular; or the face may be wedge-shaped, broad above but tapering to a 
pointed chin below.!. Examples are shown in plates I and VI. The third type, 
much rarer, is somewhat reminiscent of the negroid, for the face is very short, the 
nose low and flat with rather wide nostrils, the lips thick and everted and the 
brow rather beetling. The features most distinctive of Eskimos, however, are all 
retained; the high head and prominent cheekbones, the colour and shape of the hair 
and eyes determine the racial affinity at a glance. This third type is illustrated 
in plate V. No. 55 in the tables of Section I offers another example. 

This distinction into types, however, is largely subjective and will vary 
with different observers. They are of little importance except to stress the fact 
that in Coronation gulf, as elsewhere, the Eskimos do not present an absolutely 
uniform appearance, even where there has been no known admixture with 
outside peoples. A native of unusual appearance is very apt to attract notice 
and give rise to a passing comment such as ‘‘he was much more like a gypsy than 
an Eskimo,’ or “remind of stocky, sunburned, but naturally fair Scandi- 
navians.’’? Of course racial intermixture is often readily discernible in the 
features, and this external evidence can be of great value when supplemented 
by other characters; but the features alone are rarely a safe guide, since we have 
no means of estimating the extent to which they: may vary in an unmixed stock. 

Hanps AND FEET 

The hands and feet are small, so that a European can seldom wear mittens 
and foot-gear that the Eskimos have made for themselves. Left-handed people 
are occasionally seen; clothing made by them can always be recognized because 
the stitches run from left to right instead of in the opposite direction. The 
wrists of the women seem more supple than those of the men; they possess, 
too, a greater delicacy and fineness of touch. Like many of our women, they 
habitually hold the little finger somewhat aloof from the ring finger. The feet 
are generally warm and moist. They seem often to be warped by the boots, 
which have a tendency to cramp the toes, especially the spring and summer 
water-boots. When the feet are cold the Eskimos kick them one against another, 
standing alternately on each foot, or else they jump into the air and kick them 
together. : ; 

FINGER-PRINTS' 

With theassistance of Corporal, now Inspector W. V. Bruce, of the Royal 
North-West Mounted Police, a number of finger-prints were taken in order to 
find out whether they displayed any definite peculiarities. These prints were 

1Compare what Steensby says of the Smith Sound Eskimos. Meddelelserom Gr¢nland, Vol. 
XXXIV, 1910, p. 384. 

2Rasmussen, op. cit., p. 38. 
3Stefansson, op. cit., p. 193. 
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submitted later to the expert examination of Inspector E. Foster, of the Depart- 

ment of Justice, Ottawa, who reported on them as follows:— 

“Tt has been established beyond peradventure by experimentation on the 

part of those responsible for initiating finger-prints as a means of identification, 

and by the practical application of the finger-print system throughout the civilized 

world for many years, that the patterns or types into which prints may be divided 

do not vary in the different classes of the human race, nor do they possess dis- 

tinctive features peculiar to each. My examination of the enclosed prints 

confirms this. There is not one individual digit in the whole twenty-four sets of 

impressions which possesses a new or even rare pattern or type. Our bureau 

collection contains many which are similar in general conformation and contour. 

« ).. Men engaged in the work of finger-print identification, par- 

ticularly those who, like myself, have charge of large bureau collections, have 

observed patterns of the whorl type occur with greater frequency in races other 

than the Caucasian. The prints of your Eskimos would seem to furnish addi- 

tional evidence in this regard. There are the prints of 239 individual digits in 

the collection divided by type as follows: 131 whorls, 99 loops, 9 arches. This, 

you will note, gives the whorl type a substantial predominance. 

“In our collection here where the prints are mostly those of Caucasians, 

I would say, speaking approximately, that sixty per cent of them are of the loop 

type, thirty per cent of the whorl type, and ten per cent of the arch type.” 

B. MEASUREMENTS 

The description of the Copper Eskimos given in the last few pages might. 

be applied in almost every detail to the Eskimos of other regions. Outwardly 

the natives of Coronation gulf can be distinguished from those of Alaska or of 

Hudson bay only by their style of clothing, by their manner of wearing the hair 
and tattooing the face, and by other features of an equally secondary character. 
Any physical peculiarities they may possess are relatively slight and can be 
established only by detailed measurements compared with the measurements 
of other Eskimo groups. In this way alone may we hope to discover whether 
the natives of Coronation gulf are to be classed as pure-blood Eskimos, or whether 
they show traces of foreign admixture. 

The only foreign admixture that appears at all possible is with Indians. 
It is true that Mr. Stefansson thought he could discern traces of European 
blood among the Copper Eskimos, and suggested as its only conceivable source 
the old Icelandic colonists in South Greenland.! His theory was based on certain 
supposed peculiarities in the length and colour of the hair, the colour of the eyes, 
and the general outlines of the features; and it was supplemented by a com- 

; «breadth of fi : 
parison of the proportion -—S5-Gnes; between the Copper and other Eskimos, 
a comparison which favoured, he thought, the hypothesis of their part-European 
descent. But the descriptions of the 126 natives from all parts of the Copper 
Eskimo region given in Section I of this paper show clearly that the theory 
has no foundation in actual fact. Not a single native there differs noticeably 
from the rest in colour and length of hair, while the blue or grey tinge of the 
eye, a peculiarity which is one of the cardinal points in Mr. Stefansson’s theory 
and of which my tables give 16 instances, is not only pathological in origin, but 
common among Eskimos elsewhere. As for the general outlines of the features, 
I can merely remark that neither I myself nor any member of our party, during 
the two years we spent in this region, saw a single Copper Eskimo whose appear- 
ance suggested in the slightest degree the presence of European blood. The last 

1Stefansson, My Life with the Eskimo, Chapter XII; The Friendly Arctic, pp. 467-470. In the 
former work these “‘blond”’ Eskimos are located on the north shore of Dolphin and Union strait; in 
the latter they are localized in Prince Albert sound. I myself saw only 9 natives from Prince Albert 
sound, 6 of whom were measured. The Rev. H. Girling, who visited them in the winter of 1917-18, 
informed me that he could see no difference whatever in physical type between the natives there and 
their kinsman to the south and east, with whom, as before stated, they constantly intermarry. 
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of Mr. Stefansson’s arguments, that derived from the proportion between the 
face breadth and head breadth, is purely illusory, as I shall show later on in 
this paper. Not one of the four features he cites, therefore, lends the slightest 
support to his theory. Even on historical grounds it might reasonably be 
rejected, for while there is abundant evidence for movements of Eskimos 
from the west into Greenland, there is absolutely none for any movement from 
Greenland westward, at least not until the close of the nineteenth century. 
Any such migration as Mr. Stefansson postulates must have taken place after 
the middle of the 15th century and before the close of the 16th, which marked 
the opening of the great era of Arctic exploration; but a westward migration 
during these years is hardly conceivable, smce this was the very period when the 
Eskimo tribes were working their way eastward into Greenland and establishing 
themselves along its coast-line. 

The theory of any European admixture among the Copper Eskimos may 
be rejected without further consideration. But the possibility of a slight infusion 
of Indian blood cannot be dismissed so summarily. It is true that from at least 
the middle of the 18th century until a very few years ago the two peoples stu- 
diously avoided each other, and the rare encounters of which we have any 
record were always hostile ones. Yet even during this period it is not impossible 
that young Indian girls were taken captive on a few occasions and married 
among the Eskimos. In the long centuries that preceded the historic period, 
centuries when the homes of many of the Eskimo tribes were certainly not the 
same as at present, it seems not unlikely that there were periods of peaceful 
intercourse and perhaps intermarriage between the two peoples. There are 
certain customs and beliefs common to them both that must surely have origin- 
ated in a single source, and the very fact that Indians and Eskimos have blended 
on the lower Yukon makes it all the more probable that they have mixed else- 
where, though not to the same extent. We know that the Eskimos taken as a 
whole are not a homogeneous unit, for there are considerable differences in 
stature and in head and body proportions among the different tribes; but how 
far these differences can be co-ordinated with differences among adjacent Indian 
tribes we have yet to learn, since the northern Indians are even less known 
than the Eskimos. In fact, so scanty are our data concerning the physical 
characteristics of these Indians that in the ensuing discussion I shall lay very 
little stress on their possible admixture with Eskimos, except in Alaska, but 
try merely to throw some light on the variations among the Eskimos themselves 
by relating the facts given in Section I of this monograph with what we already. 
know of other tribes; and since the osteology of the western Eskimos is to be 
made the subject of a special report the present discussion will be confined 
mainly to observations on the living. 

The comparative material available for this purpose is rather limited. From 
the west we have Boas’ figures for the statures and cephalic indices of the Eskimos 
of Alaska as a whole, Ray’s measurements of the statures and weights of 51 
men and 30 women of Point Barrow, and Stone’s head and trunk measure- 

ments of 11 men and 5 women from the Noatak river region. The last traveller 

has also measured 12 men and 6 women in the Mackenzie delta. Farther east, 

from Hudson bay, we have Parry’s figures for the statures of 20 men and 20 

women of Iglulik, various measurements from 35 men on Southampton island 

recorded by Tocher, and the statures and weights of 9 Aivilik men and 12 

Aivilik women given by Boas. Labrador is represented by the measurements 

of 11 men and 10 women recorded by Duckworth and Pain and the statures 

of 26 men and women given by Boas. In Greenland there are Steensby’s measure- 

ments of 8 men and 10 women in Smith sound, while from south-west and east 

Greenland we have the rather extensive information published by S¢ren Hansen.? 

1 , op. cit.; Boas, Zeitschrift fir Ethnologie, Bd. 27, 1895, and Bulletins, American Museum of 

Natural Hiceory, Vol. XIV, 1901, and Vol. XV, Pt. 1, 1901; Parry, op. cit.; Tocher, Man, 2, 1902;; Duck- 

worth and Pain, Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Vol. X, 1900, and Journal of the 

Royal Anthropological Institute, Vol. XXX, 1900; Steensby, Meddelelser om Grd¢nland, Vol. XXXIV, 

1910; Soren Hansen, Meddelelser om Grgnland, Vol. XXXIX, 1914. 
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Less than half of these observations were made on Eskimos who had been 

immune from European influence. Hansen has already pointed out that this 

influence is likely to have caused some modification in the physical type, especi- 
ally in the stature. It will be advisable, therefore, to make some distinction 

between the various groups, on the basis of our historical knowledge. 

A. Eskimos virtually untouched by foreign influences, and presumably of 

pure stock. 
1. Ammassalik Eskimos, East Greenland. 
2. Smith Sound Eskimos measured by Steensby. 
3. Iglulik Eskimos measured by Parry. 
4. Copper Eskimos. 
5. Point Barrow Eskimos measured by Ray. 

B. Eskimos modified by European influence. 
1. Hudson bay Eskimos. 
2. Labrador Eskimos. ; 
3. Greenland Eskimos, except those of Ammassalik. 

C. Eskimos probably modified by both Indian and European influences. 

1. Noatak river Eskimos. 
2. Point Hope Eskimos. 
3. Mackenzie tiver Eskimos. 

Before taking the measurements one by one and examining the variations 
of their means among the Eskimos of different regions it will be advisable to 
examine the means themselves among the Copper Eskimos and see to what 
extent they differ for different age-classes. It should be remembered that the 
Copper Eskimos had no idea of their ages, so that the age-classes given below 
are only approximately accurate; but no man there was judged to be under 
20 years of age, and no woman under 18. The figures in brackets give the 
number of individuals in each class. 

AGE-CLASSES. 

— 25 26-30 31-35 36 Total 

Head Length— 
MCT cxcssuessun sachs eaceansoursteaetone duo marayceeeerens as 194-5 (22) } 194-7 (18) | 195-25 (12) | 197.4 (85) ] 195-7 (82) 
Wome nisi cacangaicntigge deeareemane 186-2 (9) 192-7 (9) | 186-75 (4) | 191-25 (20) |] 190-0 (42) 

Head Breadth— 
@ Men cins uy penne aaecosvermen make 151-0 (22) | 150-1 (18) | 152-4 (12) | 152-7 (35) | 151-8 (82) 

WoIlen-c i vanccutaart cee vaeneand 143-5 (9) | 146-4 (9) | 144-75 (4) | 146-65 (20) | 145-8 (42) 

126-5 (22) | 125-6 (13) | 127-6 (12) | 127-6 (35) 126-9 (82° 
117-2 (9) 122 (9) | 120-25 (4) | 123-9 (20) 121-7 (42) 

74-5 (22) 73-9 (18) | 75-25 (12) | 75-3 (35) 74-9 (82) 
69-2 (9) 72-7 (9) 70:0 (4) 72-25 (20) 71-5 (42) 

142-0 (22) | 145-0 (18) | 147-75 (12) | 147-7 (35) | 145-7 (82) 
136-2 (9) 138-3 (9) | 136-75 (4) | 138-6 (20) 187-8 (42) 

114-3 (22) | 116-9 (13) | 118-5 (12) | 115-5 (35) 115-8 (82) 
108-4 (9) 111-6 (9) | 109-5 (4) 110-85 (20) | 110-3 (42) 

1650 (22) 1637 (13) 1654 (12) 1648 (35) 1648 (82) 
1545 (9) 1598 (9) 1541 (4) 1562 (20) 1564 (42) 

_ It is perhaps unsafe to commit oneself to any conclusions when the number 
of individuals in each class is so small, but two points seem worth noticing. First, 
that in no age-class does the mean depart very widely from the total mean, so 

1The old coastal inhabitants of northern Alaska and the Mackenzie delta largely di ing - 
the last years of the 19th century through the ravages of European diseases. Their oor ee 
by natives from inland, those dwelling on the Noatak and Colville rivers going to Point Hope, Barrow and 
Point Barrow, while the more eastern inlanders drifted out to the Mackenzie delta. At the ‘present time 
the old and the new coast populations are inseparably mixed, and I am inclined to believe that even Stone’s 
data from the Mackenzie delta may reflect this immigrant inland element. , 
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that the latter must be considered as tolerably accurate. The second point is 
that in the case of the men the means for the first two age-classes, i.e. for men 
up to 30 years of age, are with hardly an exception slightly below the total means. 
The means in the first age-class are invariably below for both sexes with the single 
exception of the men’s stature, which may simply be due to a few abnormally 
tall individuals. This seems to indicate that women attain their full develop- 
ment shortly before 25 years, and men shortly before 30, a conclusion that 
Hansen also reached, though rather hesitatingly, from his examination of the 
statures of the East Greenland Eskimos.! If this is the case one would naturally 
uppose that more reliable means could be obtained by restricting observations to 
‘individuals above those years; but this would hardly be true, since the Eskimo 
population in any single area is so limited that the number of subjects available 
would be greatly reduced and the possibility of error proportionately increased. 

STATURE 

_. The variations in stature among the Copper and Point Hope Eskimos, 
calculated to the nearest 10 millimetres (-5 is counted as 1) may be represented 
by the following table.? 

C : : 
aeaiedeeee oronation Gulf Point Hope 

Men Women Men 

tigate hen haere artes ph gl cckte ae tbe sar NN. oA soil th i cAvrouan rks: Gres dy Agate! taco 5 
sdhasoiesalshiod eka lepaue-doa guause Aeckcatien Hone (ee Wess tee elas iy neakew whisae Mita 2 2 1 
Lochs lantern te asmteupbale 4 qfslch sop nwsaylarig sy edtvakere aches a eee aaa A amend ate tae Sle 3 
Sido Gen i leaded we ola B pos tines Biase fete GRA TERS SSG AEE ER EE 4 
eis Sees Seats EA Ad arated A eke a ales d trated anaphase meh Sabana ante 5 1 
acess = MeL ava eS IK BB Sloe OPED cach dl ect Meds odode tn ena tsa Soman 1 1 
sasuanccbod role ca adsvensnar ds Parwaubhey Uebaiie se DARE S SURES Saeed Bath era wee-s binlala la sgn 7 1 
baie Sveiaes inte AraGn hdc aretielinanteetes watcher dea ties ain Sana Bane Aen ee ean vena s 6 
Eas Rela at odd they h Jigme esb wes SaG sige DI GpUTe Beat ap MOUS AA PA OES WR SAU ames aa 3 
ludecdsceutes Rub ait Nat Ses AWE OMOM Ga nmatlnl dn satiate sdns eaten eotaye i sigue ee 4 

see eage shin ot Pca fo el vA Bhan ID ce cb C8, est De ge Wecawaieul Had usnaae SNR eA 6 2 

sey feyd Secla cas dsasdhls Ses deaatavacensee erties SHOE & PORES Raber eR Posen tine ening ina ndes 4 3 

clamiite teats WA IAe Aca LAO aE BLt Seal oS SANE Ow RS AS Wed A BA Saee ethane’ 9 1 

POO co cigs scenes na eapeiire odie see aged iat pala WER EARS S NAS ESS OB SE 5 2 
171058 Matas evacncets seats Boas wnat oles bE une E venta De aaa 4 
LEQ cabo s czencaeaehiniate Sabie Heat UAe PMNS yale aetag those ten ey Leppeaateet 6 
VIB O scassect ove 9 soos ecko AIS SSPE TE PEE I DT ek iE REE 2 

D740 acc css yess co aes Bes LA sith Rigas korea: othe a ental daybed Naar Seauste Ve eee asa steels 1 

Number of ¢ases, ....64.s5650 ghana yore ny cinta eowee oman e sates dba 82 42 13 

T(r ee tar RESEND PRONE ME een Rear rrirs acs .| 1,564mm.| 1,665 mm. 

Standard deviation...........0.000 00: cece cence eens #5 55 +52 

Probable error of MeaNn..........-- 00 0c e eee eee 2 . + 5-4 

Probable error of St. Dev me , + 3:8 

Coefficient of variation...........0.0 cece creer nett eee erent ee 3-3 

‘Meddelelser om Grgnland, Vol. XX XIX, p. 157. That the development of the body, however much 

retarded by climatic and food conditions, should not be complete at the age of 25 years is so remarkable 

that it is very doubtful whether the table can be trusted on this point. 

°The natives were not measured bare-footed owing to climatic conditions, but a deduction of 7 mm. 

(obtained by actually measuring the thickness of an average set of foot-gear) was made from the figures 

registered by the instrument. In the data from other tribes I can find no mention of the foot-gear. 

50932—4 
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If now we arrange in ascending order the mean statures from different 
Eskimo groups we have this table:— 

Men Women 

Place Cases Stature Place Cases Stature 

Smith Sound.................. 8 1574 | Smith Sound..............--- 10 1454 
SW. Greenland................ 21 1576 | Labrador................-.++ 10 1497 
Labrador!.................06- 11 1577. | Mackenzie delta..........-... 6 1515 
SE. Greenland................ 22 1604 | SW. Greenland..............- 24 1518 
Point Barrow................- 51 1615 | Hudson Bay) es: 10 .sssevees> 12 1518 
Hudson bay.................. 44 1620 | Point Barrows. os. cas cones 30 1521 
Mackenzie delta (Jenness)..... 4 1622 | SE. Greenland............... 23 1529 
NE. Greenland............... 31 1647 | Iglulik................00. ie 20 1537 
Coronation Gulf............... 82 1648 | NE. Greenland.... “6 15 1551 
Fr lulike wscas cacaxd vas agent gine 20 1660 | Noatak river...... 8 § 1555 
Point Hope..................- ig 1665 | Coronation gulf.............. 42 1564 
Mackenzie delta (Stone)....... 12 1675 
Noatak river................. il. 1682 

Let us consider first the statures of the men. Except for Smith Sound, 
the lowest are from SW. Greenland and Labrador, precisely the places which 
have been longest in contact with European culture. There is a slight increase 
in SE. Greenland and Hudson bay, where the contact has been more limited. 
NE. Greenland (Ammassalik), Coronation gulf and Iglulik, all three places the 
homes of presumably pure Eskimos, show a close correspondence; in all three 
the mean statures are higher than among the part-Europeanized Eskimos, but 
lower than in the three western places, Point Hope, Mackenzie delta and Noatak 
river, where there are strong suspicions of Indian intermixture.? 

Turning to the women, the gradation seems less marked, but still not 
altogether absent. Thus the places where European influence have been most 
in evidence, viz., Labrador, SW. Greenland and Hudson bay, all show distinctly 
low means, while the Noatak river women are surpassed in stature only by 
the women of Coronation gulf. 

The table shows certain anomalies; on the other hand, that seem to militate 
against the theory that contact with Europeans has resulted in a decrease 
in stature, while admixture with the northern Indians has produced an increase. 
The most serious is the lowness of the statures in Smith sound and at Point 
Barrow. Both these places, as far as we know, were inhabited by unmixed 
Eskimos at the time the measurements were taken, yet in both the statures 
are not only lower than among other pure Eskimo tribes, but even lower than 
among tribes that have long been in contact with European culture. The Point 
Barrow figures strike one as very anomalous when compared with the statures 
of their neighbours at Point Hope and on the Noatak river, and also with Boas’ 
averages, men 1658 mm., women 1551 mm., for Alaska as a whole.’ Beechey, 
it may be remarked, estimated the average stature of Eskimo men in the 
neighbourhood of Seward peninsula at 5’ 74’, ie., 1715 mm.,‘ and although 
this estimate is almost certainly exaggerated, it at least indicates that the 
natives in that region were not below the medium height. It should be remarked 
that two of the Point Barrow women measured by Ray’s party were dwarfs, 
having statures of only 4’ 03” and 4’ 14” respectively. If these two are elimin- 
ated the mean stature for women would be 1536 mm., which would at once 

1The figures for Labrador are from Duckworth and Pain. Boas (Zeitschrift fir Ethnologie, 1905, 
p. 375) gives 1575 mm. for men and 1480 mm. for women. 

F eee high piaturs cl the Stent reas Hy ence by Bape measurements, which give 1663 mm. 
as the mean o: oucheux men, mm. for ahltan men, and 1603 mm. for 3 Tahlt: . Bull. A.M.N.H., Vol. XIV, p.'57). pearls eras aia 

5Boas, Zeitschrift fir Ethnologie, 1895, p. 375. In the Annual Archaeological Report, Ontario, 1905, 
p. 88, the same writer states that the average height of Eskimo men west of the Mackenzje is 1680 mm., 
and of women 1580 mm. ‘ 

‘Beechey, Voyage to the Pacific and Beering’s Strait, London, 1831, Vol. 2, p. 570. 
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_bring them on a level with the pure-blood Eskimos farther east. This will still 
leave the stature of the men unaccountably low. A study of the graphs given 
below throws a little more light on the problem. There it will be seen that the 
polygons representing the statures at Point Barrow differ considerably from 
those for Coronation gulf and East Greenland. The rise to the peak is slower 
and less regular, and the interval between the sexes is less. In the case of the 
Point Barrow men there is very little decline after the peak is reached, which 
would indicate that the series of measurements from which the figure is con- 
structed is inadequate. Altogether one is left with the impression that a more 
complete series might have ironed out some of the peculiarities in these graphs 
and brought the statures at Point Barrow into closer approximation with those 
of the eastern natives. 

The case of the Smith sound Eskimos is somewhat similar, for they too are 
considerably shorter than their neighbours on either side. It might be con- 
jectured in their case that the tallest and strongest Eskimos were farther north 
with Peary at the time Steensby measured the group; but while this might. 
reasonably explain the low stature of the men, it could hardly account for the 
equally anomalous stature of the women. However we can lay very little 
stress on the means for this group, since they are derived from only 18 individuals, 
8 men and 10 women. A larger series of measurements might raise the 
means considerably. . 

The same uncertainty appears in the figures for the Mackenzie delta, since 
they also are based on a very inadequate number of cases. One point that can 
be noticed here is that whereas the difference between the statures of men and 
women among Eskimos is normally around 100 mm., Stone’s averages of 12 
Mackenzie delta men, 1,675 mm., and of 6 women, 1,515 mm., give a difference 
of 160 mm. My own measurements of 4 men from the same region make the 
average stature only 1,622 mm. It is clear that these means are far from satis- 
factory. A much larger series of measurements is required, but unfortunately 
these can no longer be obtained owing to the influx of new settlers into the 
Mackenzie delta and the rapid decline of the old inhabitants. 

The stature of the women in Coronation gulf seems unusually high, their 
mean being 13 mm. above that of th NE. Greenland women, and 27 mm. above 
that of the women of Iglulik. These means, however, give a less true idea of 
the situation than graphical representations. The polygons below depict the 
statures in East Greenland (NE. and SE. Greenland combined), Coronation 
gulf and Point Barrow, the only places within the whole Eskimo area from which 
we have the data necessary for their construction. A glance shows that the 
polygons for East Greenland and for Coronation gulf are remarkably alike. The 
somewhat greater stature of the Coronation gulf women comes out very clearly, 
but, what the means failed to show us, the men also incline to be taller than their 
East Greenland kinsmen. Now the East Greenland natives are considered 
by Hansen to be a pure and unmixed Eskimo tribe. Are we then to attribute 
the slightly greater stature of the Coronation gulf natives to an infusion of 
Indian blood, as in the case of Alaska? It would seem that the resemblance 
between the stature polygons for Coronation gulf and East Greenland is so 
close that their slight differences in position might reasonably be ascribed to 
differences in the local conditions and modes of life, in which case, unless other 
evidence is forthcoming, any theory of Indian admixture is unnecessary. The 
increased height in Coronation gulf, however, need create no difficulty in our 
theory as to the effects of European and Indian contact on Eskimo stature. 

50932—43 
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CEPHALIC MEASUREMENTS 

B53 

Under this heading will be grouped the length and: breadth of the head,. 
and the cephalic index. I shall give first the frequency tables for Coronation 
gulf and Point Hope. 

HEAD LENGTH 

Coronation Gulf Point Hope 

* Millimetres 

Men Women Men 

1 
1 

Ulnceanneg so 

eee wanes a 

2 1 
3 2 
1 2 
1 

10 
1 
2 2 
2 
1 2 
2 1 
2 1 
3 1 

Seca sac ae 

1 1 
1 

heer ieteen 1 

82 42 13 

195-9 190-0 192-8 

+ 5-9 + 5-8 

Probable error of Mean....... 06. c eee eee eee eee nett e eee rete + 0-44 + 0-60 

Probable error of St. Dev........+++++ io uldols Heike aig Ss RE HHS +0-31 + 0-48 

3-0 3-0 
Coefficient of variation...........

..5. cece etree eee e etree eee tees 
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HEAD BREADTH 

Coronation Gulf Point Hope 

pullers Men Women Men 

eoee eon ts 1 

2 
1 
2 
1 
1 

2 

1 Fs 

1 

1 

1 

42 13 
145-8 150-6 
+3-0 
+0-31 
+0-22 
2-0 

CEPHALIC INDEX 

Coronation Gulf Point Hope 
Index 

Men Women Men 

B beaiyg pas onto 1 
ice eat ea af 

Oo Wmv eveiets eam 
3 1 
3 5 
7 6 2 

12 8 2 
6 3 iL 

17 8 1 
12 5 2 
10 3 
3 2 1 
ao Legees pede ob 1 
eM exeueinteceaiseitieds 2 
This Iiepee oe anysees : 

CS Bieabil. cs sae nt cc lhateienatcauecsaghecest » 2 

Number of cases....... 00.0. cece ete ence enc ee secevensucesecnnenes 82 42 13 
CAD cccaisamins yawns sinahs« cataaten ty mine aig a 77-6 76-7 78-3 

Standard deviation.....................0085 + 2-6 + 2-4 
Probable error of mean...................0.04 + 0-19 + 0-25 
Probably error of St. Dev.................0.. + 0-13 + 0-17 
Coefficient of variation............... 0c c eee cee cece cece ees 3:3 3-1 
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Comparative data for the cephalic measurements are less ample than in 
the case of the stature, but what there are may be tabulated thus:— 

4 

HEAD LENGTH 

Men Women 

Place Cases Length Place Cases Length 

Noatak river 11 189-0 || Noatak river 5 181-0 
Labrador......... 11 191-15|| NE. Greenland............ ei - 187.0 
NE. Greenland... - 192-0 || Smith sound................. 10 187-6 
Hudson bay BO 192-4 || Mackenzie delta............ is 6 187-8 
Point Hope................... 13 192-8 || Coronation gulf.............. 42 190-0 
Mackenzie delta (Stone)....... 12 195-2 || Labrador................2005 10 190-25 
Coronation gulf............... 82 195-9 , 
Smith sound................ ay 8 196-25 
Mackenzie delta (Jenness)..... 4 196-8 

HEAD BREADTH 

Men Women 

Place Cases | Breadth Place 1 Cases | Breadth 

‘Mackenzie delta (Stone) . 12 144-0 | NE, Greenland.............. - 141-0 
NE Greenland. - 147-0 || Mackenzie delta se 6 141-5 
Labrador...... 11 147-65]| Labrador..:.... 10. 141-8 
Hudson Bay............. 35 148-5 || Noatak rive 5 142-6 
Mackenzie delta (Jenness) 4 149-8 || Smith sound. . uted 10 144-9 
Point Hope.... 13 150-6 |) Coronation gulf.............. 42 145-8 
Coronation gulf 82 151-8 
Smith sound... ass 8 152-75 
Noatak river..........-...-5- 11 154-5 

CEPHALIC INDEX 

Men 2 Women 

Place Cases Index "Place Cases Index 

Mackenzie delta (Stone)....... 12 73-9 | Labrador............0.00000 10 74.5 

SE. Greenland..............-- 22 75-7 || SE. Greenland............... 23 75-0 

Mackenzie delta (Jenness)..... 4 76-1 || Mackenzie delta............. 6 75-2 

Labrador............000ee eres 11 77-0 || NE. Greenland.............. 15 76:5 

Hudson bay............5-055- 4 35 77-2 || Coronation gulf... <i... 200.40. 42 76-6 

Coronation gulf............... 82 77-6 || SW. Greenland..............- 24 76-8 

NE. Greenland..............+ 31 77-8 || Smith sound..............+.. : 10 77-4 

Smith sound.............-..-- 8 78-0 || Noatak river................ 5 78-8 

SW. Greenland...........-...- 21 78-1 

Point Hope..............0-06+ 13 78-3 

Noatak river............-.++- 11 81-6 

The correlation that seemed to exist between variation in stature and 

European influence plainly does not hold for the cephalic measurements, a cir- 

cumstance that Hansen has already remarked in the case of his Greenland data. 

It is different where Indian influences have been at work. The Point Hope and 

Noatak river natives differ from all other Eskimos and approach the neighbour- 

ing Indians not only in stature, but also in head form, showing a marked tendency 

towards brachycephaly.1 The greater roundness of the head here seems to be 

due to an increase in its breadth rather than a decrease in its length. In Coro- 

nation gulf the head is slightly longer and broader than usual, although the 

1Stone gives the cephalic indices of 7 Loucheux men as 78-9, of 17 Tahltan men as 82-5, and of 3 Tahltan 

women as 80:3. 
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proportion remains about the same as in NE. Greenland and Hudson Bay. 
The great size of the head in Coronation gulf comes out in the figures for the 
horizontal circumference, which average 581 mm. for men and 571 mm. for 
women, as against 559-5 mm. for men in Labrador and 547-2 mm. for women, 

Hansen, unfortunately, has not separated his data from NE. and SE. 
Greenland so that graphs can be constructed for each region, but from his table 
of the range of indices in both places and for both sexes combined I have plotted 
a graph to place alongside that given by the Copper Eskimo figures. The 
two polygons are evidently very much alike, but the Coronation gulf group has 
not the tendency towards dolichocephaly that is displayed by the East Green- 
land group, a tendency that, to judge from the means quoted above, is more 
marked in the SE. than in the NE. Greenlanders. 
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Grarg II. CuzpHazic Inpices (males and females combined) in Coronation Guur and in 

East GREENLAND. The broken line represents East Greenland. 

These graphs again raise the question as to whether there is not a slight 
admixture of Indian blood among the Copper Eskimos, making the head more 
pronouncedly mesaticephalic as well as increasing the stature.2 On the whole 
I am inclined to favour this assumption, especially in view of the fact that a few individuals (see Section I, Males 12, 18, 37 and 57) seemed to resemble Indians in cast of feature. This admixture must have been very slight, however, 
since it has failed to produce any wide departure from the pure Eskimo type 
as found to the eastward; and altogether the evidence is so scanty that I hesitate 
to lay any stress upon it. 

1Duckworth and Pain, Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, Vol. X, t. V, p. 290. Ag figures, of course, are approximate only, since they take no account of the varying thickness of the air. 
"Boas (Zeit. ftir Ethnol., 1895, p. 376), after giving the cephalic index for Alaskan natives, men and women combined, as 79-2, states that he is inclined to attribute their exceptional stature and high cephalic indices as due to Indian intermixture. 
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The statement of Hawkes! that the cephalic index among Eskimos increases 
from east to west finds little support in the tables given above. The indices 
in Greenland, Labrador, Hudson bay and Coronation gulf all closely approxi- 
mate to one another. The data from the Mackenzie delta is conflicting, but 
shows a tendency towards dolichocephaly rather than brachycephaly. The 
only marked increase is on the Noatak river in Alaska, where admixture with 
the adjacent Indians may perhaps be assigned as the cause. Hawkes’ theory 
is not borne out either by the cranial indices from the different regions, some 
of which are quoted below. 

In regard to Sexual differences the cephalic indices of the women seem to 
be everywhere slightly lower than those of the men, the difference varying 
from about 1 to 2-5. Such skull measurements as are available give a directly 
opposite result. Thus:— 

CRANIAL INDEX 

Men Women 
Place 

Cases | Index Cases | Index 

NE. Greenland’........... 00.00 c cc ccc cen 8 70-7 7 73-7 
Labradors... os iies gy rami dinates b einied 4 sree e Vee eines 19 71-5 11 73-1 
Southampton island’..  .................0 cece 9 74-2 5 74-9 
PONG BALPOW vice cia sandisk teas wa Hens Hyles 2 MEAS Weta 14 72-65 5 76-06 

Very little stress can be laid on the exact figures in most of these cases since 
they are based on very limited series of measurements. In general it may be 
stated that the difference between the sexes, whichever way it inclines, is 
comparatively small and for all practical purposes negligible. 

FACE MEASUREMENTS 

The face measurements include the total length of the face from the nasion 
to the chin, the length of the upper portion of the face from the nasion to the 
alveolar point, the breath of the face across the zygomatic arches and the 
breadth of the jaw. From these are compiled three indices, the facial index 

length of upper face i oe breadth of jaw ; 
{ , the gonio-zygomatic index Fcoagih at tmoel? and the in- 

breadth of face 
breadth of face 

dex giving the proportion ncaa ar ona The measurements of the nose are 

reserved for later consideration. 

1American Anthropologist, N.S., 18, 1916, p. 221. The theory was first advanced by Topinard, 

Anthropology, London, 1890, p. 473. 

2The Herschel island crania measured by Russell give indices of 73-6 for the 2 male and 75-0 for the 

7 female skulls (Russell, Explorations in the Far North, State University of Iowa, p. 200). 

3Calculated from Hansen’s table, op. cit., p. 175. 

4Duckworth and Pain, J. R. A. I., Vol. XXX, p. 136. Russell and Huxley, Proceedings of the Ameri- 

can Association for the Advancement of Science, 1899, p. 370, give 71-9 asthe mean cranial index for Labra- 

dor male skulls and 72-3 for female. 

sHrdlicka, Anthropological Papers, American Museum of Natural History, Vol. V, pt. II, 1910, p. 184. 

tHawkes, op. cit., p. 221. 
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TOTAL FACE LENGTH—CORONATION GULF 

Millimetres Men omce 

i AM pail, snot 1 

ace re 1 
2 

ie ay saeoae Mase 3 

1 
2 
5 
1 
4 
2 
5 

4 
4 
4 

1 

1 

1 

Numi ber of ciiseS...: sac sous iene aes ¢eeng ceeus seeeas hea ey es pepipa eggs ines ee 42 
Meat ee oc 121-7 
Standard Gevistion..,. . cciies cee cnse seoaa ewe ooo SHOES CGR Se +6- +5°6 
Provable rrot Of Wea io ss cage wie a cees cds wees eee aR GD . +0-58 
Probable error of St. Dev : +0-41 
Coefficient of variation............ iy A a Va EY BGA GIS EADS COME ERB RO ENS : 4-6 

Turning to other regions we obtain this table:— 

TOTAL FACE LENGTH 

Men Women 

Place 

Cases Length Cases Length 

Smith: SOuUN iscsi vanstestesane ss vas zig ary espateede's serate’s awe 8 125-9 10 118-3 
Coronation gulf.......... 00. cece eee eee eee e nee aie 82 126-9 42 121-7 
Labrador: sasauee vias < nieas ioes a egiens evans oe ll iz; 10 116:5 
Natale river iaciiccwics sss ia téaa se sawe a tastes iene she 11 128-4 5 119-8 

“Mackenzie delta... ic..i cite tie tee ddiceweee en canes nas 12 131-5 6 120-8 

Considering the uncertainty in the position of the nasion, these figures 
show a fair amount of uniformity. The differences seem nowhere large enough 
for any significance to-be attached to them.! 

1The face lengths of Greenland Eskimos given by Hansen were calculated from the glabella, not the 
nasion, and so cannot be used in this comparison. 
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UPPER FACE LENGTH—CORONATION GULF 

Millimetres 4 Men Women 

1 1 

snl ederwn desthcal tae 1 
2 5 
1 ¥ 3 

ll eng eonkadine ince 4 
8 4 
3 4 
5 6 

11 3 
7 2 
9 3 

11 2 
3 1 
4 1 5 

5 1 
4 
3 1 

82 42 
74-9 71-5 
+3-8 +3-8 
+0-28 +0-39 
+0-20 +0-28 

5-0 5-3 

The three Mackenzie delta Eskimos whom I measured gave a mean of 73-3 
and the three Point Hope men of 74-7. Duckworth and Pain give 73-15 as 

‘the mean of 11 Labrador men and 69-35 as the mean of 10 women. There are 
no figures available from other regions, but cranial measurements, which should 
differ very little from measurements on the living, range in males from 72 in 
Labrador to 77 at Southampton island, and in females from 68 at Point Barrow 
to 74-4 at Herschel island.|. The variation within each group is considerable, 
and none of these averages is based on a large number of cases, so that for the 
present at least no weight can be attached to these differences. The Copper 
Eskimos seem to lie midway between the two extremes. 

FACE BREADTH—CORONATION GULF 

Millimetres Men Women 

a | chev haat othe 1 
s Roslin’ Seas Soa eet ae 3 
Gil east ais lapsuscanerale 1 

sd mlasiv'd poh 7 
2 3 

scp gees ees 3 
1 4 
4 7 
6 6 
2 3 
4 2 
4 
5 2 

/ il 
5 
9 
4 
5 
2 
3 

1Duckworth and Pain, J.R.A.I., Vol. XXX, 1900, p. 186; Hrdlicka, op. cit., p. 190; Hawkes, op. cit., 

p. 227; Russell, op. cit., p. 200. 
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FACE BREADTH—CORONATION GULF—Concluted 

Millimetres Men Women 

DDD sos sacshas Stina a eateaie ncaa Ge Oited Wee a A Wing ion UE aes dad ERE EMRE: RENE gol dua es ee OY 3 
WD Bice seesecs exes d sand On ceseah A ante Gis Mudd sueheus udmande Washes eeeseyn scan “Audet SLO a OAS 
54's ants pe sthagea dena a civne Yue ea maa Weed ahs Bde 2 alot grude acids Water ee Bee stodens Sire 4 
DS ath ow toseed sa usearh BAe Se RHUREGA Cede Ib Menesd Pcakdp MOR ed Ue HARE MIO tts tase Sash Spar AIP BED NaS 2 
W064 deve a sins Sodas eke oe Rhee eee Fe Gg ESE BAS BSE Sa ge eg ees wee oe Hee oe 2 
DS Tete ch Oo Neetu cle eels Ze oy daa ie paras a adv neee sane Sh id Sue Te aaah SAS 1 

DOT OF CR SES sclera ayes witraue cy alee Weannag Soablg.w sienngue setahe glade n wasn Ebest Na WR aNtNe athe 82 42 
ee 145-7 137-8 
Standard ‘deviation: ca: casgavea evan 0243 « oeed g eeva weed a peas cube eee aa ee eS +5-4 +2-9 
Probable error of mi@an. suas ¢ wie v ca ee 6 HE EERE A ORNATE Roe Hales ESS IES BERS +0-40 +0-30 
Probable error of standard deviation.............0 000. c cece cence eee een ees +0-28 +0-21 
Coeticiont nl. wariaht ccs ochaan « mines Yew earn tes ead Goa Same Oia ane dex 3-7 2-1 

The table suggests that the breadth of the face is more variable in men 
than in women. This sexual difference is not noticeable in any of the other 
measurements, nor would it naturally be expected in this one. It is worth re- 
marking that the breadth of the face in both sexes is less variable than its length. 
Thus for men the coefficient of variation in face breadth is 3-7, whereas the same 
coefficient in the upper face length is 5-0. In women the difference is greater 
still, 2-1 as opposed to 5-3. There must be some reason for the length of the 
face being the more variable quantity, but I am unable to suggest one myself. 

The Copper Eskimos have slightly broader faces than the Eskimos of 
Labrador, but not so broad as the Smith sound, Mackenzie delta, or Noatak 
river Eskimos. This is shown in the following table:— 

Place Men Women 

Tira OG iss cies ceca vexnig vase oins mudd Gena wens < eeday Boxee Med o Van ey BREESE 142.2 136-6 
GOronat rn Cul bie 5 sass, acetates 8 einen le supe ah wean CONANT, eee ae AIOE aot FADE tea Bet 145-7 137-8 
Mearchenzie celta cs us ewe cyano pono vend 6 G4 6 ORS REG © EEE CEA EL Sb ees oes 147-8 139-7 
MR TE AS OUN Gc. tua hrs aes cc aschane ns eadeao easier sace ens Me mueha to has weep diss SSG a alr al ember 147-8 141-5 
TN rs tat cscs og Sr esc Ses 4 ab NR Aw RE es Eid dale HY a 155-7 144-6 

Cranial measurements show that there is considerable variation among 
Eskimos in the average breadth of the face. Taking males alone, we have for 
NE. Greenland 141-14, for W. Greenland 135-15, for Labrador 139°, for South- 
ampton island 1457 and for Point Barrow 141-2.8 The difference between skull 
measurements and measurements of the living is not precisely known. Duck- 
worth’s Labrador figures make it 3-2 for men and 7-6 for women, but the sexual 
difference should be little or nothing. We cannot be far wrong in assuming 
it to be around 4 mm., which would make the breadth of the face in NE. Green- 
land and at Point Barrow approximately the same as in Coronation gulf. At all 
events there is no indication that the Copper Eskimos have exceptionally narrow 
faces, so that the somewhat low value of the Head breadth index which we shall 
find among them later must be ascribed solely to their broadness of head, a 
feature that has been noticed already. On the other hand, the Noatak river 
natives seem to have exceptionally broad faces, surpassing those of all other’ 
Eskimos. 

ate bwor ts ee oe Vol. XXX, p. 136. 
oas, Bull., A.M.N.H., Vol. XIV, p.57. The three Mackenzie delta men measure 

an average of 145 mm., and the three Point Hope men of 146-3 mm. See e 
3Steensby, op. cit., p. 389. 
4Computed from Hansen, op. cit., p. 175. 
5Computed from Brierley, J.R.A.I., Vol. XXXVI, 1906, p. 120. 
6Duckworth and Pain, op. cit., p. 136. 
7Hrdlicka, op. cit., p. 190. 
*Hawkes, op. cit., p. 226. 
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FACIAL INDEX—CORONATION GULF 

Index ; Men Women 

1 
2 
5 
1 4 
1 1 
9 A 
7 7 

18 4 
15 9 
6 7 
5 3 
4 3 
3 
3 2 
1 

aceon iecein: eee 1 

1 

82 42 
51-4 51:9 
+3-1 +2-7 
+0-23 +0-28 
+0-16 +0-20 

6-0 5-2 

The only available figures from other living Eskimos are from Labrador, 
where Duckworth and Pain obtained 51-4 as the facial index for men and 50-7 
for women. My three Mackenzie delta men gave 50-5, and the three Point 
Hope men 51. MHansen’s figures from Greenland are not comparable, owing 
to the different method used in computing the length of the face. 

PROPORTION OF BREADTH OF HEAD AND BREADTH OF FACE 

This proportion is of some interest because it has been used by Mr. Stef- 
ansson to support his theory of European infusion among the Copper Eskimos.! 
He relied upon Boas’ statement,? that the fundamental feature of the Eskimo 
skull consists in great breadth of face as compared to narrowness of skull; and 
the head is everywhere narrower than the face except in Labrador and West 
Greenland, where there is a strong infusion of white blood. The theory has 
been criticized already by Hawkes, who points out that there appears to be a 
slight sexual difference, the face in female skulls being, if anything, slightly 

narrower than the head. Information on the subject is scarce, as very few 
anthropologists have made use of this index. Moreover, the question has been 

greatly confused by comparing measurements taken on the living with skull 

measurements, although the index given by the former seems to be several 

points lower than the corresponding skull index. Thus, in Smith sound, a place 

free from European admixture as far as adult Eskimos are concerned, Steensby’s 
measurements of 18 natives give a combined index of 97 (8 men 96-7, 10 women 

97-6) although 85 skulls from the same region measured by Bessels give an index 

of 103.4 Eskimo skulls from other places closely resemble those from Smith 

sound, and as their indices never greatly exceed 100 we may be sure that the 

indices of the living Eskimos fall normally below that figure, just as it does 

in Smith sound. That is to say, broader heads than faces is the rule in living 

Eskimos, and so cannot be interpreted as a sign of European admixture. 

1Stefansson, My Life with the Eskimo, p. 194 f. 
2Boas, op. cit., p. 59 f. 
sHawkes, op. cit., p. 226. : : 

4Steensby, Meddel. om Gr¢gnland, Vol. XXXIV, p. 389; Bessel, Archiv ftir Anthropologie, Band 8, 

1875, pp. 116 e¢ seg. 
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head breadth head breadth ; i is shown in face breadth 14dex among the Copper Eskimos The range of the 

the following table:— 

: Index Men Women 

1 

1 1 
2 1 
2 1 
4 2 
6 5 
9 9 

11 11 
7 5 

17 5 
7 
5 2 
3 
3 
2 

I 
1 

82 42 
96-0 94-6 
£3-2 2-0 
+0-23 +0-20 
+0-16 40-14 

3-3 2-1 

Mr. Stefansson, from observations on 104 Copper Eskimo men, obtained 
-a mean of 97, one point above my own.! The three Mackenzie delta men whom 
I measured gave a mean of 96-7, but Stone’s measurements of 12 men from 
the same region gave 102-7, while his 6 women gave 99-0. From the Noatak , 
river the same observer obtained indices of 100-8 for men and 101-6 for women, 
although the three Point Hope men measured by myself gave only 97-1. In 
Smith sound, as already stated, the indices are 96-7 for men and 97-6 for women. 
From Labrador we have Boas’ figure of 95 as the mean index of 10 men, and 
Duckworth’s of 96-3 for 11 men and 96-3 for 10 women.? The indices of Stone, 
if correct, are higher than any yet recorded. 

JAW BREADTH—CORONATION GULF 

Millimetres Men Women 

“hawas ae ea ay 2 
1 

Susage meee 2 
SEs es yeaste ne 3 

1 ry 

2 1 
snag ater 3 

3 1 
1 2 
1 2 
4 4 
5 1 
6 5 
7 
4 6 
8 3 
4 1 

1Stefansson, op. cit., p. 195. 
2Boas, op. cit., pp. 59 and 60. 
3Calculated from the separate measurements in Duckworth and Pain, op. cit., p. 136. 
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JAW BREADTH—CORONATION GULF—Concluded 

Millimetres Men Women 

meNeb 

me ROW HP Hdo 

Number of cases 
OAM seb icicys t- wingengeet 

Standard deviation a8 1508 

The three Mackenzie delta men gave a mean of 116 mm., and the three 
men from Point Hope 111-6. 

GONIO-ZYGOMATIC INDEX—CORONATION GULF 

Index Men Women 

~ o mi 

oO es 
ee 

_ 

w NOMNW CDH wrod mb 

Number Of €as6S.. icc coccau spate sae eb stew os yemag s Rese cae eee ee eee eee 
IN GATie see divlete ois disdoe ta inal le auiseaninn, Ganga d Ste is ans Gena Ed eels amen tae 

Probable error of MeaNn......... 200. e beeen erent eee ees 40-2 

Probable error of standard deviation : +0-2 

Coefficient of variation.......... 00.0 cece eee een n net e enn een e ens 

For both sexes combined the mean index works out at 79-7, which is slightly 

lower than the East Greenland index of 82-3 calculated by Hansen. Whether 

this difference is due to the greater breadth of the jaw in East Greenland, or 

the lesser breadth between the zygomatic arches, is uncertain, as the separate 

figures for these two measurements are not given. Hansen states that the East 

Greenland natives give a larger index than any other people yet examined. 

The three Mackenzie delta men I measured had a mean gonio-zygomatic index 

of 80, and the three Point Hope men of 78-5. 
It would be interesting to note the variations of this index among other 

Eskimo tribes, but unfortunately the data for this purpose are not available. 
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NASAL MEASUREMENTS 

The lack of exactness in nasal measurements of the living, and the wide 

diversity in the shape and size of the nose among the Eskimos even of a single 

area, destroy much of the value of any data that may be obtained on this sub- 

ject. The least satisfactory measurement of all is the nasal depth, which is 

consequently omitted altogether from this discussion. The tables of frequencies 

for the nasal height and the nasal breadth, together with the nasal index,.are 

given below. 
NASAL HEIGHT—CORONATION GULF 

Millimetres Women 

2 

3 
1 1 
1 2 
3 4 
2 4 
0 6 
4 4 
6 5 

10 5 
9 4 
6 
5 1 

10 
5 
4 1 
2 

1 

Number: of cases... <0 diosa cues nase oop odes eRe eeee Soe Epes @ thaw k eae Bed 82 42 
Mean................ 55-7 £2-2 
Standard deviation +4-1 £3-3 
Probable error of mean......... ccc cece nee een een ene +0-30 +0-34 
Probable error of standard deviation +0-21 +0-24 
Coefficient: of variation: sssic das asec: osha opts beets eaees Cased Cages when Pea aes 7:3 |. 6-3 

NASAL BREADTH—CORONATION GULF 

Millimetres Men Women 

ative vas PAAR ease ee See Ree Wid See Le ca ec eee a as ee ead 2 1 
plates Jakes tale ioe casvo cin Wacla ee EAM vag 2 3 
su fblcs wedi lees WdGealta asuhoace dntnans at anscibe af canis 1 8 
a dueviee eniiats ati g adaia iatsare NRK Ae ae 5 3 
salvaged seine Lok on yicaod anal Sean ARE BS 5 8 
eh Wea Magia a diet Rags PMS cab gp tehed © 7 5 

hig ap arabe i serait nda ret oHede S WeNsendeaomabns ww BES 12 6 
ib cseaaed ar easessente Ssaslays Atenas ae ayshage t Eine Gre, deen ore 12 3 

icing: atoane es Gans t iaaraly ainbhen Stans e Bate ee aia 10 2 
Bee Recuite Mined aa hlopicits UMS abe a er abeakee 8 2 
tis ahve te otis Nass dare  Beabdis sash taceii-w » 7 
ssa dbiaarac haces WoRASTOTA horeahat Toners wean ge BAe 8 1 
sthiced gaara yard siya” atapeyda ae fueltlszic augellvl at 1 

Sdr eh PY ARMCR ies w caning tole eae MAS R ViRw gM A ahaa he a Re URE o atties aig aceon 2 

2 ig ata ey hea tt et Brahe Bate sls ea achucns) SasedehGedadbcwh disap Wie’ G2 aleud fe ga 82 42 
redress a1nebd ce aphcananh sakes iar anica Cauda are ila addy, Sar nible Blanitsl Bars 37-0 34-4 

ai FuRts seared dea ag ot aya sa hain aieeaes +2-9 42-5 
eee et anther @ anes tens ae +0-21 +0-26 

Probable error of standard deviation................ +0-15 +0-18 
ie oe Gala vieaaet aotdaaade heraghe Supnind ites 7:8 3 
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NASAL INDEX 

Index Men Women 

wu 

PPWRA PND PDO 

i 

42 
66-1 
+5-3 

+0-55 
+0-39 

8-0 

As will be seen, the tables are too irregular, the ranges of deviation far too 
great for any importance to be attached to the resulting mean indices. Hansen, 
who places the index in 8.E. Greenland for both sexes combined at about 72, 
remarks that there is a considerable difference between the sexes, the index 
for women being lower than for men. In Coronation gulf there seems to be 
hardly any difference, though both Duckworth’s figures from Labrador, 64-1 
(men) and 62-4 (women), as well as Stone’s from the west, 67-7 (men) and 66 
(women) in the Mackenzie delta, and 66-8 (men) and 63 (women) on the Noatak 
river, seem to show it slightly. 

CONCLUSION 

From the foregoing pages we may reap the following conclusions:— 

1. There is some slight support for Hansen’s view that European influence 
has produced a decrease in the stature of certain Eskimo tribes, but that its 
effect in other ways is indeterminate. 

2. There is strong support for Boas’ view that Indian admixture in Alaska 

has increased the stature and produced a marked tendency towards brachy- 
cephaly. 

3. The Copper Eskimos show more resemblance to the eastern Eskimos 

than to the Alaskan. 

4. The Copper Eskimos differ from most other Eskimos in that the head 

is slightly longer and broader, although the cephalic index is virtually the same 

as among the pure-blood tribes to the eastward. 

5. There is no indication of European admixture among the Copper Es- 

kimos, but a little evidence of slight Indian admixture. 
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Physical Characteristics of the Copper Eskimos 

Puate 1. 

Prare I. ULOQSAQ, full face and profile (Male No. 37 in the tables of Section 1). This man illustrates the sceond or 

Indian-like type of Eskimo mentioned on p. B45. Photos by G. H. Wilkins. 
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Puate Il. 

Puate II. IGLISIQ, full face and profile (Male No. 1 Photos. by G. H. Wilkins. 
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Il. 

Puate III. MAFFA, full face and profile (Male No. 19). The upper part of the face is square, the lower markedly wedge- 

shaped. The hair had been clipped at the time the man was measured. Photos. by G. H. Wilkins. 
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Puare IV. 

Puare IV. Upper, KIGIUNA, full face and profile (Male No. 57). This man’s eyes were dark brown suffused with a 
milky tinge, so that he represents one of the so-called light-eyed or blond Eskimos (see p. 468). 

Lower, AKSIATAQ, full face and profile (Male No. 9). Photos. by G. H. Wilkins. 
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Puate VY. 

Prats V. Upper, TOQALLUAQ, full face and profile (Male No. 76). This man represents the third or negroid type 

mentioned on p. 845. Photos. by D. Jenness. 

Lower, QOHOQTAQ, full face and profile (Male No. 28). Photos. by G. H. Wilkins. 
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Puate VI. 

Prate VI. Upper, HITQOQ, full face and profile (Male No. 11). Photos. by G. H. Wilkins. 

Lower, left, ANARVILLUK (Male No. 51), wearing snow-goggles; right, AITAUQ (Male No. 50), his brother; 

both examples of the second type of Eskimo mentioned on p. 845. Photos. by Dr. R. M. Anderson. 
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Prater VII. 

Vibes Mie 
yy 
ye iy, 

Pirate VII. Upper, left, SINISIAQ (Male No. 77). Photos. by G. H. Wilkins. 

Upper, right, AY ALLIK (Male No. 8). Photo. by D. Jenness 

Lower, left, ANAUYUK (Male No. 10). Photo. by F. Johansen. 

Lower, right, AZZUN (Male No. 44). Photo. by D. Jenness. 
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Puiarte VIII. 

Prare VIII. Upper, left, AMIGAILAQ; right, UTUGAUM; both Eskimo men of Dolphin and Union strait, not 
measured. Photos. by G. H. Wilkins. 

Lower, left, APATTOAQ, a Kilusiktok man, not measured. Photo. by Dr. R. M. Anderson. 

Lower, right. NATIVES OF MINTO INLRAT, Victoria island. The girl was said to show ‘‘blond”’ characteristics 
(see p. 468). Photo. by G. H. Wilkins. 
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Puate IX. 

39). Photos by G. H. Wilkins Prare IX. Upper, KATYORANA, full face and profile (Female No 

Lower, PAGLIQ, full face and profile (Female No. 24). Photos, by Dr. R. M. Anderson. 
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Puate X. 

Fuate X. Upper, IGUAQ, full face and profile (Female No. X). 

Lower, KALYUTARYUN, full face and profile (Female No. 7). Photos. by G. H. Wilkins. 
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Prats XI 

Puare XI. Upper, NIQ, full face and profile (Female No. 9). 

Lower, left, MANIGYORINA (Female No. 13); right, KUKILUKAQ (Female No. 23). Photos. by G. H. 

Wilkins. 
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Pattrr XII. 

Ecare all. Upper, MIMIRGLINGA, full face and profile, a Kilusiktok woman not measured. Photos. by Dr. R. M 

nderson. 

~apey QEYUQ, full face and profile,a Dolphin and Union strait woman sot measured. Fhotos. by G. H 
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